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ABSTRACT 

There are two distinct approaches to the implemen

tation of a programming language. A compiler-based imple

mentation depends on an extensive pre-execution analysis of 

a source program, the result of which permits the generation 

of in-line code for most operations in the language. 

Because most operations are performed in-line, the resulting 

object programs tend to have only a minimal dependence on a 

runtime support system. An interpreter-based implementation 

depends less on pre-execution analysis, and thus object 

programs processed by the interpreter have an intrinsic 

dependence on a runtime support system. 

This fundamental distinction between the concepts of 

compiler- and interpreter-based implementations motivates 

the design of an interpreter programming language, called 

Sil/2. The Sil/2 language supports the design and implemen

tation of the large runtime support system that is charac

teristic of interpreter-based implementations of programming 

languages . 

Two concepts that appear to be integral to the con

struction of transportable programs are introduced. The 

notion of ubiquitous programs, programs that exist on all 

machines, provides an effective criterion for selecting the 

x 



tools for constructing transportable programs. A pro

gramming methodology called separation structuring can be 

considered to be a criterion for program modularization that 

is based on the existence of algorithms for systematically 

introducing the implementation of a machine-dependent oper

ation. Separation structuring is the vehicle for making 

ubiquitous programs useful for constructing transportable 

programs. 

The Sil/2 language itself has a compiler-based im

plementation. This compiler-based implementation is trans

portable, but more importantly the concepts in the design of 

the Sil/2 language processors suggest an effective general

ization of the concept of cross-compilation for the imple

mentation of transportable programs. Cross-compilation 

facilitates the distribution of Sil/2 programs on any of 

three levels that are related to the supporting software of 

the target machine. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation describes research directed toward 

i-.he problem of implementing high-level programming languages 

via interpreters. The research has concentrated on three 

broad aspects of the problem. 

The first area is to some extent philosophical, 

since it reflects the author's opinions on the best methods 

for implementing programming languages. Many aspects of the 

design of a programming language affect the mechanics and 

overall efficiency of its implementation. This chapter 

addresses these issues and forms the philosophical basis for 

the subsequent work. 

The second area of research is concerned with the 

design of a system programming language for the implemen

tation of interpreters. An interpreter programming language 

is described that possesses the facilities required by the 

philosophy of programming language design we present. This 

language was implemented during the course of this investi

gation on two different machines: the Digital Equipment 

PDP-10 and the Control Data CDC 6400. 
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The third area of research is concerned with the 

implementation of the interpreter programming language. 

Our ultimate goal is to design a mechanism that provides 

a highly reliable means of making programs written in the 

interpreter programming language available on a wide range 

of machines (transportable) . 

Programming Language Design 

The methods and techniques for implementing a pro

gramming language are greatly influenced by the design of 

the programming language. In our view, the design of a 

programming language addresses itself to three broad areas: 

data structures, control structures, and primitive oper

ations. The inventor of a programming language makes 

certain design decisions on the basis of his understanding 

of the class of problems for which the language is to be 

used. The syntax of a programming language is set of rules 

for producing sentences of the language. The resulting 

textual representation tends to reflect the designer's es

thetic prejudices and artistic talent. 

Historically, languages have been first designed and 

then implementations have been developed for them. This is 

particularly noticeable in the development of the Algol-60 

language (Naur, 1963)- In the early 1960 's, a barrage of 

papers recounting successful Algol implementation techniques 

appeared, and tended to dominate the literature. The 



designers of Algol invented many of the syntatic and se

mantic concepts that are now common in modern programming 

languages and they left to the implementors of Algol the 

discovery of implementation techniques. It is to the credit 

of the designers that they did not exclude a language con

struct simply because there was no obvious method for imple

menting it. (One could cite the lack of input-output facil

ities in the Algol proposal as a counter-example of this 

disregard for the difficulties of implementation. In all 

fairness however, input-output was conceived to be highly 

dependent on the hardware of a given computer and not appro

priate to the language design.) 

Two philosophical questions can be asked about arbi

trary programs written in a programming language. The first 

question is, how much can we know, in theory, about the 

behavior of a program before it begins execution? That is, 

for an arbitrary program, to what level of detail can we 

know the operations it will perform and the data on which it 

will perform these operations? The second question is, how 

much effort must we expend to discover a certain level of 

detail of a program's operation? 

An answer to the first question is, in a sense, an 

absolute measure of the "level" of a programming language. 

Because the question seeks an answer before a program is 

executed (i.e., before experience), we shall call this 
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a priori knowledge. Consider one form of an answer to be a 

vector of scalar ratings of the facilities of a programming 

language on a scale of 1 ("a little") to 10 ("a lot"). For 

concreteness, assume that the components we are measuring 

are the scope of identifiers with respect to procedures, the 

use of identifiers by type, and the meaning of operations. 

An assembly language might derive a rating of the form 

(1,3,10) meaning that the logical scope of identifiers is 

not well known, a little more might be known about their 

type, but the exact meaning of operations is absolutely 

known. 

Answers to the first question vary widely for modern 

programming languages. Consider, for example, the languages 

PASCAL (Wirth, 1973), PL/I (International Business Machines, 

1972), and SN0B0LH (Griswold, Poage, and Polonsky, 1970). 

In both PASCAL and PL/I programs, a great deal can be known, 

in theory, about the behavior of a program before it is 

executed. Variables in these languages are "strongly typed" 

and operations, both primitive and user-defined, cannot 

change meaning during the course of program execution. In 

SN0B0LM, however, it is possible for a statement to behave 

differently at successive executions. This is to say that 

the meaning of a SNOBOL*! statement may be dependent on the 

data the program is processing. This is a result of two 

features of the language design: variables are "typeless", 
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since there are no declarations in the language, and func

tions can be redefined during execution. (The exact oper

ation of constructs in a programming language always depends 

on data, e.g., the bit pattern that results from the addi

tion of two integers. Traditional languages tend to demand 

that the nature of the operation be fixed throughout program 

execution, i.e., the meaning of the plus symbol is addi

tion .) 

The point of the second question is to determine the 

relative ease with which a given programming language can be 

implemented. In a practical sense, the more one can knov; 

about the behavior of a program before it executes, the more 

confident one can be about the correctness of its output, 

i.e., that the program does perform the task for which it 

was designed. Although we may, in theory, know "a lot" 

about the behavior of a program before it begins execution, 

there may be very great difficulties in writing a program to 

carry out this analysis. PASCAL and PL/I differ in this 

respect. The syntax of PASCAL requires that declarations 

appear before any use of objects being defined. The syntax 

of PL/I is much more liberal in that it permits a somewhat 

arbitrary placement of declarations. Consequently, much 

more effort must be expended to discover the use of iden

tifiers in PL I programs than in PASCAL programs. 
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Any answer to the second question for SNOBOm pro

grams is meaningless, in general, since there is very little 

we can say about the behavior of an arbitrary program with

out also examining the data that it will process. If one 

were to make an additional assumption, dependent on a given 

SN0B0L4 program, which asserted that the standard definition 

could be assumed for the pattern-matching facility of the 

language, more could be known about the behavior of that 

program. A more detailed analysis would be possible, but 

only on the basis of a special case. The point here is that 

an extra assumption of the form "I promise to use the 

standard meaning of . . . ."is necessary before an ef

fective answer to the second question can be given. 

Methods for Implementing Programming Languages 

A compiler-based implementation attempts to make as 

much use of a priori knowledge of the behavior of a program 

as is practically possible. An interpreter-based implemen

tation makes only minimal use of a priori knowledge of the 

behavior of a program but relies instead on the execution of 

a program to discover what operations are to be performed. 

Compiler-Based Implementations 

A translator is a program that accepts as input 

source programs and converts them to object programs. The 

textual representation of source (object) programs is called 



the source (object) language. The conversion process pre

serves the meaning of the source program. Thus a translator 

"writes" object programs based on specifications provided in 

a source program. 

Historically, the term object program refers to the 

binary data that can be directly executed by some real 

computer. This is a rather restrictive definition, since 

many important techniques for producing object programs (in 

the historical sense) rely on translators that produce 

"object programs" for hypothetical computers. We shall use 

the term in this extended sense. 

A compiler is a translator that converts programs 

written in a high-level language to some object language. A 

compiler-based implementation of a programming language 

depends primarily on a compiler that produces object pro

grams for some real computer. 

Figure 1 illustrates a black-box model of a 

compiler-based implementation of an anonymous programming 

language. The scheme is representative of the present tech

nology used in compiler-based implementations. Two programs 

work sequentially to produce an executable "core image" of a 

given source program. The compiler does not produce core 

images directly, but instead outputs an object program that 

specifies the relocation of the actual machine instructions 

in addition to references to a runtime support system. The 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a Compiler-Based Implementation. 
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loader processes the object program by relocating it into 

memory and satisfying whatever references may exist to the 

runtime support system. (In Figure 1 and others like it to 

follow, circles denote data that is processed and boxes 

denote core images, i.e., processes.) 

Frequently it is possible to combine the compiler 

and loader into a single program. Such a scheme is usually 

called a load-and-go compiler. Any references to a runtime 

support system can be satisfied by subroutines that exist in 

the compiler's core image. 

The fundamental reason for compiler-based implemen

tations is runtime efficiency. By implementing a compiler 

that can perform a sufficiently detailed analysis of a 

source program, a correct synthesis of machine instructions 

can be output to implement the operations of the language 

"in-line". By carrying the analysis to an even higher 

level, much better code can be generated. 

Few compiler-based implementations ever achieve 

complete independence from any form of runtime support. 

Consider, for example, FORTRAN input-output statements. 

Because of the complexity of the statement, e.g., the asso

ciation of a list of variables with a format string, most 

FORTRAN compilers generate calls to a runtime subroutine 

that performs the actual analysis of the format specifi

cations and data transfers. A FORTRAN compiler could 
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generate in-line code for each input-output statement, but 

to do so would substantially increase the size of the re

sulting object program. 

Some high-level system programming languages, for 

example BLISS (Wulf, Russell and Habermann, 1971) and BCPL 

(Richards, 1969^ do not make any demands, by design, 

on a runtime support system. The purpose of these 

languages is to implement an entire operating system, 

compiler, or other systems program. Thus the source 

language provides access to the most basic operations 

of a computer; complex operations, like input-output, 

are performed by subroutines written in these languages 

and are not a part of the language design. 

In summary, a compiler-based implementation makes 

heavy use of what it can determine about a source program 

before it is executed. As more and more analysis is per

formed, successively more efficient versions of the object 

program result (up to a point). The resulting object pro

grams, in any case, make minimal demands on a runtime 

support system because most of of the operations of the 

language are performed in-line. 

Interpreter-Based Implementations 

An interpreter is not a translator, but rather a 

program that executes object programs. Conceptually, an 

interpreter is a generalization of a computer: the object 
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language that it executes need not exist, nor ever exist, as 

the machine language of some mass of electronic circuitry or 

micro-program. 

Figure 2 illustrates the typical structure of an 

interpreter-based implementation of a programming language. 

From the standpoint of a user, source programs and data are 

submitted in parallel to the interpreter program. Before 

the interpreter begins execution, it may first digest the 

source program into some more convenient internal form 

(i.e., object program). The term "pure interpreter" has 

been used to denote an interpreter that executes an object 

program that is identical to the source program. 

Several modern programming languages, for example 

APL, BASIC, and SNOBOL1), have used interpreters as the basis 

of their implementations. Reasons for this vary. Both APL 

and BASIC are intended for use in an interactive envi

ronment. Users tend to view a computer running either of 

these languages as a desk calculator. Consequently, a pure 

interpreter has been used in most implementations of these 

languages: the duration of computations in these languages 

tends to be short, but more importantly, the ability to edit 

source programs enhances the utility of the language. It is 

also the case that both languages provide high-level oper

ations on vectors and matrices, and variables that are type-

less. Features such as these tend to motivate the use of 

runtime support subroutines. 
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Figure 2 :  Schematic of an Interpreter-Based Implementation. 



The original (macro) implementation of SN0B0L4 

(Griswold, 1972) was also interpretive, but not a pure in

terpreter. This choice was motivated by the highly exper

imental approach to language design taken by the inventors 

and their belief that more extensive computations would be 

programmed in the language. Griswold has stated that 

throughout the development of SN0B0L4 the designers were 

regularly changing existing language constructs to adapt and 

improve their integration with newer features. The choice 

of an interpreter-based implementation provided the techno

logical mechanism for supporting this development. 

More recent implementations of the language, FASBOL 

(Santos, 1971), and SPITBOL (Dewar, 1971), have also adopted 

an essentially interpreter-based approach. These implemen

tations have emphasized performance improvement while main

taining close compatability with SN0B0L4 semantics. The 

implementors of these versions of SN0B0L4 have called their 

programs "compilers" because internally the object program 

is represented by machine instructions. 

All implementations of SN0B0L4 have some similar 

components. Within each system a translator exists for 

converting source programs into a customized object lan

guage. The object language differs for each system. Both 

SPITBOL and FASBOL use the machine language of the machine 
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for which they were implemented. This has the effect of 

reducing the time spent in "interpretive overhead", i.e., 

the time required to determine what operation must be per

formed along with any bookkeeping associated with the 

decision. The macro implementation uses a prefix Polish 

representation of the source program, that is, a data struc

ture that is processed by other functions in the system. 

The object program in any of these implementations ref

erences a large set of runtime support functions. These 

perform the basic operations of the language. 

In summary, interpreter-based implementations are 

characterized by a heavy dependence on a runtime support 

system. The object program processed by the interpreter 

tends to represent only the most superficial properties of a 

source program and depends on subroutine calls to implement 

programming language operations. 

Overview of This Research 

This research is directed toward techniques for 

producing interpreter-based implementations of high-level 

programming languages. This work is centered around the 

design of a programming language for expressing the imple

mentation of interpreters. This interpreter programming 

language is called Sil/2. The Sil/2 language itself has a 

compiler-based implementation. 
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From the discussion of the preceding sections, we 

can view the Sil/2 language primarily as a vehicle for ex

pressing the details of a runtime support system. But the 

design of the Sil/2 language is influenced first by the 

semantics of the programming languages we would like to 

implement, and second by the requirement that the resulting 

interpreters be available on a suitable range of machines. 

Influence of Transportability 

The goal of making the interpreters written in Sil/2 

transportable influences both the design of the Sil/2 lan

guage and the structure of its compiler-based implemen

tation. We hasten to point out that although the method

ologies that we propose are applicable to all computer ar

chitectures, from very small to very large, the resulting 

interpreters may be realized only on larger machines. 

The present technology of transportable software has 

provided a number methodologies for producing "machine-

independent" programs. These have been used effectively in 

producing implementations for programming languages that are 

transportable. Less attention has been given to the prin

ciples for structuring programs that are to be trans

portable. The emphasis of our work is on the structuring of 

programs, given that they observe some of the basic prin

ciples of machine independence. 



Influence of Efficiency 

It is our hypothesis that execution efficiency of an 

interpreter is directly related to an implementation vehicle 

whose internal control structures are "close" to the control 

structures of the source language. Consider, for example, a 

programming language with recursive procedures. There are 

two ways that recursive procedures can be implemented: 

(1) the interpreter can simulate recursive procedures, or 

(2) the recursive procedures of the source language can be 

imaged in the recursive procedures of the interpreter pro

gramming language. The interpretive overhead for performing 

a recursive procedure invocation by approach (1) is related 

to the total time required to execute the simulation. The ^ «'5 • -

interpretive overhead for performing a recursive procedure 

invocation by approach (2) is related to the total time 

required to execute a recursive call in the interpreter 

programming language. Our hypothesis states, in essence, 

that approach (2) has smaller interpretive overhead. Under 

this hypothesis, the efficiency of programs written in a 

source language depends on the design of the language and 

not on its method of implementation. 

The procedure structure of the Sil/2 language re

flects this basic hypothesis. We have assumed that the 

control structures of the source language will involve co

routines, backtracking, and other, as yet non-standard, 



control regimes. Thus the Sil/2 language contains a dif

ferent view of the mechanism for implementing procedure 

linkage than other languages for system programming. 

Space efficiency is a more difficult aspect of the 

implementation of a programming language. Data structures 

that are used internally by an interpreter, both for book

keeping and as images of data processed by a source program, 

are space efficient if they "fit well" within the archi

tecture of the machine. The successful reimplementations of 

the SNOBOL^J programming language, which are primarily inter

pretive, often make exceedingly cunning use of machine ar

chitecture for data representation. Little is known, how

ever, about the extent to which this cunning improves 

overall interpreter performance. 

Transportability tends to conflict with space ef

ficiency, since the current level of technology in this area 

only permits the description of storage in machine-related 

units. V/e have assumed that the data structuring policies 

of a source language will require some kind of automatic 

storage management. The execution of programs in the source 

language will require that the interpreter periodically 

clean-up, i.e., garbage collect, data structures that exist 

but which are no longer accessible by the source program. 
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Organization of This Work 

The body of this dissertation describes the design 

of the Sil/2 language and the mechanisms for making it 

transportable. Chapter II reviews the technology of trans

portable software in the light of a notable failure and 

several successes. Here we present the concepts of abstract 

machine modeling, descriptive languages, separation struc

turing, and ubiquity that have been used successfully in 

other programming projects that have adopted transporta

bility as a goal. 

Abstract machine modeling forms the basis for the 

description of the interpreter programming language Sil/2. 

A Sil/2 machine is described in Chapter III. 

Chapter IV describes the Sil/2 language to an extent 

that enables the reader to understand the programming ex

amples. Language constructs are defined in terms of the 

abstract machine model. 

The compiler-based implementation of the Sil/2 lan

guage is discussed in Chapter V. Fundamentally the topic of 

this chapter is concerned with implementation of programs 

written in the Sil/2 language. This consideration motivates 

a hierarchy of implementations of Sil/2 programs that can be 

related to the facilities of a target machine. 

Chapter VI presents an extensive example of pro

gramming in the Sil/2 language. This program implements a 
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pattern-matching interpreter whose facilities include those 

present in the SN0B0L4 language. A discussion of the 

problems that were encountered while transporting the 

pattern interpreter to another machine is given in this 

chapter. 

Chapter VII evaluates the successes and failures of 

this research and suggests some areas for further work. 



CHAPTER II 

PRACTICAL APPROACHES TO SOFTWARE TRANSPORTABILITY 

This chapter develops the concepts of machine inde

pendence and transportability. Our goal is to give an ex

tensive discussion of these concepts, since there have been 

different, informal, and deceptive uses of these terms in 

the literature. Next we present a review of both successful 

and unsuccessful attempts of other workers. Finally, we 

outline the approach we have taken to achieve a system for 

transporting programming language interpreters. 

The concepts of machine independence and transport

ability have traditional explications that are, for the most 

part, subjective. A program is machine independent if it 

does not depend on features of a given hardware archi

tecture. A program is transportable if the cost or effort 

of moving it from one machine to another is substantially 

less than the cost or effort required to reprogram it. The 

earliest motivation for these concepts was economic. Fairly 

early it became apparent that software costs incurred as a 

result of changing from one brand of computer to another, as 

well as changing from one generation of hardware to another, 

far exceeded the actual costs of the hardware. Thus it 

20 
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seemed necessary to try to write programs in a way that they 

could work on "all" machines with little or even no modifi

cation . 

Program transportability is the goal; machine inde

pendence is a step in the right direction but in itself is 

not enough to guarantee transportability. Programs are 

rarely developed in isolation, i.e., in a stand-alone envi

ronment, so supporting software and operating system facil

ities are other machine-dependent aspects that must be con

sidered. Some other influences on program transportability 

are : 

(1) The design of a program's logic and its use of 

data. Previous studies in this area have emphasized this 

aspect of the construction of transportable programs. 

Machine independence is concerned with providing effective 

methods for eliminating from a program's logic and data the 

pernicious influences of a particular hardware architecture. 

(2) Existence on the target machine of compilers 

and interpreters for the language in which the program is 

written. Programs cannot be made transportable if the me

chanical processing of their representation cannot be made 

automatic. Much study and practice has been devoted to the 

design of mechanisms that can reproduce, i.e., bootstrap, 

themselves onto a new machine with minimal human effort. 
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(3) The installer's knowledge of the program and 

machine. In the worst case the installer may have to know 

every detail of the operation of a program to get it to work 

on the target machine. This knowledge is reasonable for the 

programmer, but not for the installer. Programs often are 

nontransportable because an installer must learn too much 

about them. 

(4) The programmer's experience in constructing 

transportable programs. Ideally, the language in which a 

programmer specifies the details of a computation would be 

defined with enough completeness to prevent the inclusion of 

machine dependencies. The state of the art in language 

design still requires the programmer to make decisions that 

can ultimately lead, even with the best intentions, to a 

nontransportable program. 

Machine Independence 

As stated above, machine independence relates a 

program's use of machine resources to its implementation. 

Perhaps a better term would be system independence, since 

programs are only rarely developed without any assistance 

from other programs available to the implementor. We shall 

continue to use the term machine independence, but in this 

extended sense that emphasizes the potential dependence on 

other software a program may adopt during its development. 
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Machine dependencies manifest themselves in many 

components of a programming system. As an abstraction we 

consider a programming system to have three main components: 

(1) a hardware architecture, (2) a language processor for 

translating source programs to object programs, and (3) 

supporting software, e.g., assemblers, linkage editors, and 

loaders. 

To illustrate the subsequent discussion, we shall 

suppose that the hypothetical programs to which we refer are 

written in ANSI FORTRAN (American National Standards 

Institute, 1966). FORTRAN is so ubiquitous that one might 

expect it to be a good vehicle for implementing trans

portable software. This has been done with varying degrees 

of success. Later we shall consider the use of FORTRAN, and 

other similarly ubiquitous languages, in more detail. 

A typical FORTRAN programming system might consist 

of a central processor with disks and memory, a FORTRAN 

compiler, and a loader. Such a system is usually designed 

and implemented by a vendor. It is a characteristic of such 

programming systems that they are well integrated into the 

supporting environment. For example, the FORTRAN compiler 

knows how to communicate with the standard operating system, 

and also directly produces object programs in the format 

expected by the vendor-supplied loader. 
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When a program is designed and implemented in such 

and environment, as almost all programs are, there is a high 

probability that the resulting program will have many 

machine dependencies. This is a fact of life and is avoid

able only with great difficulty; a vendor is intensely in

terested in providing a well-integrated system that makes 

his machine easy to use. Avoiding machine dependencies is 

therefore another burden to the programmer, and additional 

knowledge of programming systems of other vendors becomes 

essential to the creation of machine-independent programs. 

Some simple examples of hardware features that 

FORTRAN programs can access and abuse include the format of 

floating-point numbers and the number of characters that can 

be packed into a word. FORTRAN programs used for purely 

numerical processing frequently make subtle use of the pre

cision of integers and reals. Users often tolerate or even 

ignore potential variations in the significance of a compu

tation. The situation is more serious if the program must 

do some kind of text processing. 

Dependencies introduced by a language processor can 

often be determined simply by consulting a reference manual. 

Some examples of FORTRAN compiler dependencies are ENCODE 

and DECODE, random access input-output, multiple assignment 

statements, and FORMAT codes. The effect of including such 

machine dependencies in an allegedly transportable program 
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is only to increase the burden of the person obligated to 

install it. Thus the problem of language processor depen

dencies is that most FORTRAN systems support not only ANSI 

FORTRAN but useful and incompatible extensions. 

Supporting software dependencies are the most dif

ficult to discover and isolate, since here the programmer 

must understand the integration of various software com

ponents. On almost all computers, the assembler and loader 

conspire in an efficient division of labor. FORTRAN named 

common is a simple example of the difficulty. On the 

Control Data 6000 series machines, named common is a facil

ity that is built into the assembler and loader. Assembly 

language programs can access and preset named common in a 

natural way. On the Digital Equipment PDP-10, however, 

named common is implemented through a special agreement 

between the FORTRAN compiler and the loader. Assembly lan

guage programs can access named common by external symbols, 

but they can not preset it. 

Although we have chosen FORTRAN as the basis of our 

discussion, similar problems exist in other programming 

languages and their supporting systems. In every case, the 

conscious or unconscious abuse of language constructs or 

system features contributes to machine dependency. 



Transportability 

Transportability is a measure of the effort required 

to move a program from one machine to another. The tech

nology of transportable software can be thought of as the 

technique for substituting automation for the human labor 

required to install a program on a new machine. 

Any scheme for moving a program can be likened to a 

recipe: it consists of a finite number of steps, some of 

which may be mechanized, of varying difficulty. An indi

vidual, the installer, carries out the steps much in the 

same way a cook does. We shall call any scheme for moving a 

program from one machine to another a transportability 

mechanism (TM), by which we mean the totality of mechanical 

and human activities required to implement a given program 

on a new machine. 

Poole and Waite (1973) propose to measure "the 

effort required to move a program" by comparing the cost of 

using a specific TM against a well-known, effective, but 

expensive TM: a single person dedicated to the repro-

gramming of the given application. The process of repro-

gramming entails two activities. First, the algorithms used 

by the program must be redeveloped. Second, the algorithms 

must be recoded in a suitable language. 

Redevelopment costs are probably the greatest, since 

this requires the dedication of talented and creative people 
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to do what has been done before. Recoding involves some 

creativity, but is not as expensive. Interestingly, algo

rithms published in ALGOL are transportable by recoding 

(e.g., transliterating) the program into a language that is 

more widely available, e.g., FORTRAN. 

A program is considered to be highly transportable 

if the cost of using a mechanical TM is substantially less 

than reprogramming. (Carrying the analogy with the recipe a 

bit further, a program is highly transportable if it only 

requires a short-order cook and not a chef.) Not all pro-

"^•'ms need to be written in a highly transportable manner. 

By admitting some reprogramming into an otherwise completely 

mechanical TM, the possibility exists for substituting 

machine-dependent (but more efficient) algorithms for fre

quently executed operations. 

Approaches to Transportable Software 

UNCOL 

The Universal Computer Oriented Language, UNCOL, has 

been proposed as a solution to the M x N Translator Problem 

(Steel, 1961). The problem is named for the purely combina

torial solution for implementing M different programming 

languages on N different machines. A completely brute-force 

solution requires the construction of M x N different trans

lators. The UNCOL proposal reduced the number of 
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translators required for a solution by the introduction of a 

common intermediate language. The inclusion of either a new 

machine or language among those implemented would require 

only one new program to be constructed. 

UNCOL plays three roles in the solution of the 

translator problem. First, a translator for a problem-

oriented language (POL) is coded once in UNCOL. Secondly, 

the output of each translator is an UNCOL image of the 

source program input to it. Finally, UNCOL serves as a 

common interface to all machine-oriented languages (MOL), 

and hence all machines. Figure 3 illustrates the implemen

tation of a POL using the UNCOL mechanism. 

The UNCOL proposal is both elegant and involuted. 

By using UNCOL, only one program need be written to include 

either a new machine or new programming language among those 

already supported. Including a new machine requires that an 

UNCOL-to-MOL translator be written. Including a new pro

gramming language requires that one POL-to-UNCOL translator 

be written, once, in UNCOL. 

UNCOL failed in practice, net in concept. The most 

obvious reason for the failure rests in the diversity of 

hardware architectures and software. UNCOL was to be so 

general that it could at once span the differences of hard

ware as well as the semantics of languages as dissimilar as 

FORTRAN, SN0B0L4, and LISP. In short, the generality that 
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Figure 3: Implementation of a POL in the UNCOL Mechanism. 



made UNCOL conceptually successful also made it practically 

impossible. 

The UNCOL concept, in spite of its practical 

failure, provides some motivation for many of the important 

and successful approaches to producing transportable soft

ware. Not all of these ideas have been adequately described 

in the literature as individual concepts. They have instead 

appeared slowly as outstanding characteristics of attempts 

at producing transportable programs. 

Abstract machine modeling. An important view of 

UNCOL is its function as a standard hardware architecture. 

Abstract machine modeling develops the UNCOL idea in this 

way. Rather than attempting to design hardware useful for 

all problems, abstract machine models are useful only for a 

particular class of problems. 

Descriptive Languages. An alternative view of UNCOL 

is its function as a standard, albeit low-level, programming 

language. The descriptive language concept emphasizes the 

use of language constructs, by analogy with constructs in 

other high-level languages, that have relevance to a class 

of problems. 

Separation structuring. Figure 3 illustrates how 

UNCOL introduces a separation into the design of a compiler. 

A POL-to-UNCOL translator performs a syntatic and semantic 

analysis that is language dependent. Code generation for a 



machine is handled by a separate program, thus separating 

the machine-independent from the machine-dependent functions 

of the compiler. 

Ubiquity. If UNCOL had been successful, programming 

languages would be ubiquitous: all would exist, or be 

capable of existing, on all machines. The choice for pro

gramming a given application would be natural, or a special

ized language could be developed, and implemented, through 

the UNCOL mechanism. Software technology since UNCOL has 

produced a number of programs, not implemented by UNCOL, but 

deserving the characterization of being ubiquitous. 

Abstract Machine Modeling 

An important view of UNCOL is that it is a general

ized hardware architecture. Its generality offers machine 

instructions useful for solving all programming problems, 

past, present, and future. An abstract machine is a hard

ware architecture that is oriented to the solution of a 

particular class of problems. Instead of trying to be all 

solutions to all problems, an abstract machine offers con

cepts relevant to tasks at hand. 

The finest example of the use of abstract machine 

modeling to produce transportable software is the Mobile 

Programming System (Waite, 1969). The basic thesis of the 

Mobile Programming System is that it is possible to define 
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an abstract machine for which it is easy to program a given 

task. The program is written using the instructions of the 

abstract machine. A macro processor called STAGE2 provides 

the general tool for mapping the instructions of an arbi

trary abstract machine into instructions of a target 

machine . 

The STAGE2 program is implemented by an abstract 

machine called FLUB. A word of the FLUB machine has three 

fields, called FLG, PTR, and VAL. See Figure 4. The;'e are 

a number of operations on fields of a FLUB word. The prin-

c'^al influence on the design of FLUB is its need to process 

character and string data. Strings are represented as 

linked lists of characters, thus motivating a data unit that 

can hold both a character and an address of a FLUB word 

containing the next character. 

Figure 4: A FLUB word. 
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Implementing the STAGE2 program on another machine 

is done by bootstrapping. Since no FLUB translator is 

presumed to exist on the target machine, FLUB is written 

with a minimal number of different constructions so that it 

can be bootstrapped with a trivially simple translator. 

This translator, called SIMCMP (Orgass and Waite, 1969), 

consists of about ninety FORTRAN statements and can be im

plemented from scratch in an afternoon. Should the facil

ities of the target machine be so primitive as to not even 

have a FORTRAN compiler, a machine code version of SIMCMP 

can be written in a short time. 

The FLUB machine is simulated on the target machine 

by defining appropriate macro definitions for the SIMCMP 

program. The power of the abstract machine approach mani

fests itself in the relative simplicity of the macro defi

nitions. Although no FLUB machine exists as hardware, each 

operation is simple enough to correspond to only a few in

structions of a target machine. Thus FLUB is like no real 

machine, but it is easy to simulate on all real machines. 

In a review and evaluation of the abstract machine 

modeling technique, Newey, Poole, and Waite (1972) came to 

three conclusions. First, abstract machine modeling has 

been used in practice and has proven to be effective in 

producing transportable software. Although no reasons are 

given for this success, we suggest that the method provides 



a well-defined operational approach to specifying program 

semantics that is, most importantly, independent of real 

machines. One might argue that programs written for an 

abstract machine are as machine dependent as programs 

written for any other computer. This is literally true, but 

it is the precision and economy of concept that the abstract 

machine approach offers to programs (of a class of problems) 

that provides for the efficient implementation of those 

programs on all machines. 

Second, Newey et al. have noted that the principal 

difficulty of the approach is in arriving at the design of 

the abstract machine. Experience and hindsight seem most 

relevant here, but they are not easily taught. Two criteria 

guide the design: operations of the abstract machine must 

be relevant to the programming task, and the operations, 

once selected, must be relatively easy to implement on a 

target machine. The resulting design is typically at a low 

level. 

Third, a diversity of abstract machines proliferates 

different implementations. Although each machine is easy to 

realize, the implementation of one does not aid, in general, 

in the implementation of another. This criticism has moti

vated the design of a standard abstract machine called Janus 

(Coleman, Poole, and Waite, 197*0 and, in our opinion, is a 

nearly full-circle return to the original UNCOL idea. The 



Janus machine claims some universality but its design is 

based on the practical experience of the Mobile Programming 

System. 

Descriptive Languages 

The descriptive language approach (Brown, 197-4) 

offers an alternative view of the abstract machine concept. 

The emphasis here is on developments in programming language 

design that are useful in problem solving but that are 

parallel to developments in hardware design. A descriptive 

language offers data structures and control structures, 

i.e., language concepts, relevant to the solution of a par

ticular class of problems. 

Descriptive languages are useful in producing trans

portable software provided that some restrictions are 

imposed on the syntax of the language. By imposing restric

tions, a standard program, which is itself transportable, 

can be used to implement descriptive languages of a user's 

own design. Brown suggested and used a generalized macro 

processor, called ML/I (Brown, 1967), as the vehicle for 

mapping descriptive languages into the assembly language of 

a target machine. Descriptive Languages Implemented by a 

Macro Processor (or DLIMPs) are the basis of Brown's work in 

the construction of transportable software. 



The ML/I program was first implemented using a DLIMP 

called L. The program's design requires recursive sub

routines, character manipulation, and push-down lists. Thus 

L has language constructs for operating on stacks, character 

data, and recursive procedures. Further, the ML/I macro 

processor permits the definition of macro calls with 

"distributed delimiters" so that the control structures of 

modern programming languages can be imitated quite nat

urally. For example (Brown, 197^, P- 126) 

IF COPYSW = TRUE THEM 
SET IND(STAKPT)NM = IND(LAST+OF(LNM)) 

END 

is an instance of an IF statement in the L language. The 

lexical scope of the IF macro extends from the word IF to 

the closing delimiter END. The delimiter "THEN" seperates 

the condition from the list of statements to be executed if 

the condition holds. Thus the L implementation of ML/I 

resembles a program written in a high-level language. 

New implementations of ML/I can be achieved either 

by cross-compilation or transliteration. Cross-compilation 

requires the use of a support machine for which ML/I is 

already implemented. Macro definitions are written that map 

constructs of L into instructions and data for the target 

machine. The L source with these definitions is processed 

with the assistance of the support machine. The output of 



the support machine is then assembled on the target machine. 

Alternatively, L source can be transliterated by hand into 

any high-level language available on the target machine. 

Since L looks like a high-level language, the transliter

ation is relatively mechanical, although time consuming. 

A second implementation of ML/I was done subse

quently in a language called LOWL. LOWL is the assembly 

language for an abstract machine similar in spirit to the 

FLUB machine employed in the STAGE2 program. The syntax of 

LOWL is palatable to most macro assemblers as well as to 

ML/I. Thus the macro assembler of the target machine can be 

used to transport the ML/I program. 

The motivation for the LOWL implementation of ML/I 

was to measure the change in performance induced by the 

"level" of the language used in the implementation of a 

transportable program (Brown, 1972). Brown concluded that 

LOWL offers a marginal improvement in program performance 

and slightly higher transportability than the L implemen

tation. Thus DLIMPs provide a competitive "linguistic" 

approach to implementing transportable software comparable 

to the "architectural" approach of abstract machines. 

Separation Structuring 

Separation structuring is a criterion for modular

izing a program that is based on the existence of algorithms 



for systematically introducing the implementation of a 

machine dependency into a transportable program. The 

installer provides the details of the implementation of a 

machine-dependent operation. The algorithmic component of 

separation structuring mechanically substitutes the imple

mentation of a machine-dependent operation for each ref

erence to it. Thus, the use of separation structuring in 

the design of a transportable program can be thought of as 

the "systematic corruption" of the abstract, but nonfunc

tional, textual representation of the program into a machine 

specific implementation. In practice, there is usually no 

physical change made to the source text; other mechanisms 

can provide an equivalent effect. The technique is best 

discussed by example. 

BCPL (Richards, 1969) is a machine independent 

system programming language. It has been used extensively 

in the implementation of editors, compilers, and operating 

systems. Most notably its standard compiler is written in 

BCPL and is transportable. This may seem paradoxical, since 

the output of a compiler is necessarily machine dependent. 

The BCPL language achieves a high degree of machine 

independence by employing an abstract machine, called OCODE, 

in the description of its semantics. The transportability 

of the BCPL compiler is achieved by a natural separation 

suggested by OCODE. See Figure 5. The compiler operates in 
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Figure 5: Separation Structuring of OCODE. 
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two passes. The first pass translates BCPL source programs 

into OCODE; the second pass serves essentially as an as

sembler for OCODE, providing a translation of the OCODE 

image of the source program into highly machine-dependent 

loader tables. Pass one performs machine-independent oper

ations because its algorithms are concerned only with the 

scanning and parsing of the BCPL source text. The second 

pass generates machine-dependent output, but many of its 

algorithms are machine independent. 

Transporting the BCPL compiler to a new machine is 

substantially more complex than transporting either STAGE2 

or ML/I. There are a number of techniques for this, which 

are described by Richards (1971). In practice, each 

installer provides a translator for OCODE to the assembly 

language of the target machine. The installer receives two 

representations of the BCPL compiler first pass: one 

written in BCPL and the other written in OCODE. The 

installer"then bootstraps the first pass onto the target 

machine by processing the OCODE representation with the 

OCODE-to-target-machine translator. Separation structuring 

is the fundamental methodology used in the design of the 

compiler; the intermediate file is the mechanism used to 

introduce the machine-dependent operations of code gener

ation. Notice that OCODE does not solve the M x N Trans

lator Problem because it is an UNCOL only for BCPL. 
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A second example of separation structuring illus

trates its use in designing transportable programs that must 

implement some machine-independent operations very effi

ciently. The SN0B0L4 programming language was implemented 

in a machine-independent macro language called SIL 

Griswold, 1972). SIL can be considered as either a de

scriptive language or an abstract machine, although Griswold 

prefers the descriptive language view. 

The SIL language has about 130 operations that act 

on customized data units called descriptors. Descriptors 

serve as the fundamental representation of SN0B0L4 source-

language data objects. String data are represented by pairs 

of descriptors called qualifiers. 

Separation structuring appears in the implementation 

in two ways. First, some SIL operations act on qualifiers 

as data units. Field access, push, pop, and move operations 

are examples. Each of these operations could have been 

formulated in terms of operations available on descriptors, 

but for efficiency this was not done. Second, other SIL 

macros act on the string data addressed by qualifiers; the 

lexical comparison of strings is an example. These oper

ations are atomic, however, and deservedly so in the imple

mentation of a language oriented toward string processing. 

Although it would have been possible to augment the SIL 

language with explicit "micro-operations" on string data, 

i 
I 



say on the character level, to do so would have severely 

impacted the performance of all SN0B0L4 programs. Sepa

ration structuring also appears in SIL in some list pro

cessing operations. SIL macros exist for constructing and 

copying patterns, and for manipulating binary trees used in 

the compilation of SNOBOL^J programs. Once again, each of 

these macros could have been implemented in terms of more 

primitive SIL macros, but to have done so would have caused 

a noticeable degradation in the performance of the SN0B0L4 

system. 

In this application of separation structuring, the 

macro assembler, which nominally converts SIL text to the 

assembly language of the target machine, provides the algo

rithmic component of the separation structuring. Notice 

that the macro assembler does not distinguish between oper

ations of the SIL descriptive language and instances of the 

separation structuring methodology. The installer, however, 

still provides the details of the implementation of the 

machine-dependent operations. 

Ubiquity 

A program is ubiquitous if it exits, or has the 

clear potential for existing, on all machines. It is inter

esting to note that a motivation for writing transportable 

programs is to make them ubiquitous. Conversely, ubiquitous 



programs can be used as tools in producing other trans

portable programs. 

A completely literal interpretation of the defi

nition of ubiquity is possible. For example, the STAGE2 

program is implemented by bootstrapping, so it has the po

tential for existing on all machines. In fact, STAGE2 has 

been implemented on about 22 different machines (Newey, 

Poole, and Waite, 1972). Clearly, STAGE2 is ubiquitous. 

But in a real sense, all machines running the STAGE2 program 

are running the identical implementation, the implementation 

based on the FLUB machine. This very literal interpretation 

of the ubiquity of STAGE2 is inherited from its transport

ability . 

The utility of any literal interpretation of ubiq

uity, when applied to the construction of transportable 

software, is marginal. A less literal interpretation, which 

we call functional ubiquity. is more appropriate to choosing 

tools for constructing transportable programs. Functionally 

ubiquitous programs are available on all machines, but may 

not have been developed (e.g., transported) from a single, 

master implementation. In the UNCOL scheme, the UNCOL-

to-MOL translators are functionally ubiquitous: a trans

lator is reprogrammed for a new machine but its function of 

translating UNCOL to the order code of the machine is the 

same as in every other UNCOL-to-MOL translator. 
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Many projects have attempted to use functionally-

ubiquitous software as the basis of their transportablity. 

The ANSI FORTRAN standard is the popular choice. It has 

been used, for example, in the SCROLL plotting language 

(Sargent, 1970), the DIGEST simulation language (Mullens, 

1973)» and the ALTRAN symbolic computation system (W. Brown, 

1969). The SN0B0L4 project selected the functional ubiquity 

of macro assemblers (Griswold, 1972) for implementing the 

SIL language over any ubiquity that higher-level programming 

languages might have offered. 

Choosing FORTRAN as the vehicle for implementing a 

transportable program is not free from hard-and-fast compro

mise with computing technology. ANSI FORTRAN compilers are 

functionally ubiquitous, being embedded often in compilers 

that accept much more than the ANSI definition. In addition 

these compilers generate good code and are significantly 

free of bugs. Yet the FORTRAN implementations mentioned 

above must engage in symbolic and text manipulative oper

ations for which FORTRAN programming concepts are woefully 

inadequate. Such implementations typically use separation 

structuring to accomplish what would otherwise be impossible 

to do, in ANSI FORTRAN alone, in an efficient yet machine-

independent way. Mullens, for example, advocates the use of 

"upper" and "lower" levels in the structuring of the DIGEST 

program. The upper-level portion of DIGEST is written in 



ANSI FORTRAN and implements about 95$ of the system. The 

lower-level portion consists of machine-dependent functions 

that access components of complex data structures. The 

lower-level functions are accessed via the CALL statement, 

can be written in either assembly language or FORTRAN, and 

in any case are easy to code. 

In the ALTRAN system, separation structuring is used 

in an interesting way to manage machine dependencies which 

are distributed throughout the ANSI FORTRAN code. A macro 
£ 

processor, called M , is used to preprocess the FORTRAN code 

systematically. macro calls are embedded at various 

points to handle the "well-known" machine (and compiler) 

dependencies. Thus, the installer customizes the standard 

ALTRAN source to his own FORTRAN by defining macros in 

the appropriate way. 

Summary 

The preceding sections have emphasized first, the 

concepts of machine independence and transportability, and 

second, some conceptual approaches to constructing trans

portable programs. The examples we have presented illus

trate the characteristics of a concept, but because of the 

difficulty of the problem no existing program is completely 

pure. In our presentation STAGE2 is discussed mostly in the 

context of abstract machine modeling, but the Mobile 
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Programming System, of which STAGE2 is an integral part, 

freely makes use of descriptive languages, separation struc

turing, and ubiquity to be viable in a practical sense. 

The approach taken in this work is to apply these 

concepts in the design of a system for implementing pro

gramming language interpreters. An abstract machine forms 

the basis for describing the operational semantics of a 

descriptive language. Programs written in the descriptive 

language implement programming language interpreters. It is 

these programs that we want to be transportable. Separation 

structuring is integral to the design in two places. In the 

descriptive language it appears as a mechanism for accessing 

machine-dependent routines and for implementing other oper-r 

ations in an efficient manner. Separation structuring also 

appears in the processors for the descriptive language, 

enabling them to be implemented by existing ubiquitous pro

grams. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SIL/2 MACHINE 

This chapter presents the design of the underlying 

abstract machine for the Sil/2 language. The primary 

purpose of the abstract machine is to provide an operational 

definition of Sil/2 programs. The level of this descrip

tion, from a pragmatic standpoint, must be "close" to the 

level of operation of real machines. 

As we have seen, the abstract machine modeling tech

nique has been used effectively in other implementation 

projects. Previous work in the design of abstract machines 

has concentrated on incorporating common properties of real 

machines into the abstract machine model. Thus, an abstract 

machine might contain two index registers — index registers 

being common components of real CPUs. The important fact 

here is that there are concepts in the abstract machine that 

are equivalent to registers. This facilitates the emulation 

of the abstract machine on real machines, since the common

ality suggests potential implementations. In practice, 

abstract machines are programmed in the same way real ma

chines are; programs for the abstract machine are synthe

sized out of primitive building blocks, that is, machine 

instructions. 
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The process of constructing programs is more compli

cated than simply writing sequences of machine instructions. 

Programs are generally formulated in terms of software 

concepts. Software concepts are, intuitively, notions that 

are useful in constructing programs but for which there are 

no counterparts in real computers. Some examples of soft

ware concepts are procedures, various argument transmission 

methods to procedures, and datatypes. It is arguable that 

one person's software is another's hardware; the point we 

are making is relative to one's viewpoint. In practice 

software concepts are implemented out of more primitive 

operations available on machines; programs are designed and 

implemented out of software concepts. 

The notion of software concepts provides the funda

mental motivation for the structure of the Sil/2 machine. 

The programs we want to implement in Sil/2 employ certain 

concepts: recursive procedures, coroutines, argument trans

mission, datatypes, to name a few. When writing these pro

grams we want to retain as much control as possible; there

fore we take the position that the Sil/2 machine should deal 

directly with these concepts as its basic instructions. In 

effect, the design of the abstract machine is not motivated 

by existing hardware, as hardware concepts are at a very low 

level, but rather by the requirements of the software we 

expect to implement. 
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Organization of the Sil/2 Machine 

The Sil/2 :nachine shares many of the characteristics 

that are common to modern computers. It consists of two 

main components, a processor and a memory. The memory holds 

data that represent programs and the information that is 

processed by the program. The processor executes programs 

contained in the memory. See Figure 6. 

The memory itself is composed of a finite number of 

homogeneous data units, each of which is independently 

addressable. The memory is further divided into three con

tiguous, nonoverlapping regions called the Code Region, the 

Global Region, and the Heap Region. 

The Code Region holds all data that represents the 

program as well as constant data that is referenced by the 

program. The Code Region does not change during program 

execution. 

The Global Region contains all data that must remain 

accessable during program execution. Common parameters to 

procedures, for example, are stored in the Global Region. 

The Heap Region serves as an area from which storage 

is allocated dynamically during program execution. Data 

areas for local parameters to procedures are allocated from 

the Heap Region. 

Each data unit in memory is numbered in increments 

of one, the first and last of which are denoted Mp and , 
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Figure 6: Components of the Sil/2 Machine. 



respectively. The relative placement of the Global, Heap, 

and Code regions in memory is undefined. Further, no as

sumption is made concerning the placement of instructions in 

the Code region. For example, if X denotes the location of 

some instruction, it is not in general true that X + 1 

denotes the address of the next sequential instruction. The 

size of each of the regions is program dependent, but is 

fixed during program execution. During the execution of a 

program, the regions remain in the same relative position 

and have the same initial addresses. 

The processor takes instructions from the Code 

region sequentially unless sequential execution is altered 

by a transfer operation. Instructions take the general form 

operator arglfarg2 

where arg^ and arg2 denote (constant) arguments to the in

struction. Instructions generally process operands that 

reside on the processor stack during program execution. In 

the subsequent discussions the terms instruction and oper

ator are used interchangeably, argument refers to the con

stant modifier(s), and operand refers to a quantity on the 

processor stack. 

Data Unit 

The fundamental storage unit of the Sil/2 machine is 

the descriptor. Descriptors have three fields, called the 
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flags (F), left (L), and right (R). Figure 7 illustrates a 

possible layout. The computational properties of each field 

follow. 

Flare Field. The flag field can hold three distinct 

Boolean-valued flags. Each flag is denoted by a natural 

number, i.e., 1, 2, or 3. The processor does not use the 

flag field for any of its own operations, although it does 

clear this field when constructing new descriptors. In 

general, the flags are reserved for use by storage manage

ment procedures in a program. 

Loft Field. The L field is capable of holding 

natural numbers in the range 0 to 31. The processor can 

access or update the L field of a descriptor selectively. 

The L field holds a data type code when a descriptor is used 

to represent objects of a source language. 

1 2 3 

Figure 7: A Sil/2 Descriptor. 
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Right Field. The R field can hold the address of 

another descriptor in memory. Descriptor addresses are 

natural numbers with a fixed upper bound dependent upon the 

target machine. The R field can also be used to denote the 

size of blocks of contiguous descriptors. 

A descriptor has fields only when the processor 

operates on a descriptor as a data unit, e.g., when some 

data operator is applied to a descriptor operand. The field 

interpretation of a descriptor can not, in general, be given 

to all descriptors in memory in a meaningful way. For 

example, the Code region can be addressed as descriptors but 

there is no correspondence between the contents of the F, L, 

or R fields and any abstract machine operator. 

The zero descriptor is a descriptor that has a zero 

value for each of its F, L, and R fields. 

Registers 

The abstract machine has two internal registers. 

These registers are set as a result of executing certain 

operators of the machine. 

Current frame register. A frame is the organiza

tional unit of procedure data. The structure of procedure 

frames and the operations that use them are discussed in 

more detail in the section titled "Environment Operators" to 

follow. The contents of the Current Frame Register, 



abbreviated CFR, is the base address of the frame of the 

most recently invoked procedure. 

Signal register. The signal register contains a 

small unsigned integer, which by programming convention can 

be used to indicate the "global state" of a group of pro

cedures. Two control operators (described below) operate on 

the signal register. The signal register can be reset and 

compared with other small integers but it can not be copied. 

Processor Stack 

The processor stack (PS) contains operands and the 

results of applying operators to them. In addition to the 

basic datum, there are three other status conditions for 

each stack entry, which refer to the structure of the datum. 

These status indications are used to characterize the nature 

of an operand. 

Mode. The mode of an operand distinguishes it as 

either a value or the address of a value. Addresses are 

called left-modes, while values are called right-modes. 

Most operators convert left-mode operands to right-mode 

operands before performing the operation. The process of 

converting a left-mode operand to a right-mode operand con

sists of interpreting the datum as the address of a de

scriptor and fetching the descriptor from memory. 
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Format. The format of an operand distinguishes it 

as either a descriptor or the result of an operator appli

cation. The result of an operator application is called a 

pure operand • This distinction is necessary, since arith

metic operations on natural numbers produce, in general, 

integer results. The format of pure operands is implemen

tation dependent, but in general pure operands have the same 

format as integers of the target machine. 

Subfield. The subfield of an operand specifies, for 

descriptor operands only, whether the L or R field is to be 

selected in an operation. Pure operands do not have sub-

fields, since pure operands are not in descriptor format. 

Most operators select the R field of a descriptor operand if 

a pure operand is required and no subfield is specified. 

The Sil/2 language does not allow arbitrary alter

ation of the status indications, nor in fact does the ab

stract machine have operators for explicitly altering or 

testing them. Thus programs for the abstract machine can 

not perform computations based on the status indications. 

For this reason the status fields of the processor stack are 

called "virtual" components of the abstract machine. The 

status indications can always be predicted before any real 

execution of a program written for the abstract machine. 

Hence, any emulation of the abstract machine need not imple

ment the status fields to implement the Sil/2 language. 
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Data Operators 

Data operators perform basic arithmetic and logical 

operations on descriptors. All data operators remove their 

operands from the processor stack, perform the operation, 

and place the result on the stack. In the process of 

removing each operand from the processor stack, a conversion 

is applied to each operand to put it into the required 

format. Left-mode operands are first converted to right-

mode operands. If a pure operand is required, the subfield 

status is used to select either the L or R field of the 

descriptor. If no subfield is specified, then the R field 

is selected. If a descriptor format operand is required, 

but not provided, the pure operand is converted to a de

scriptor in which the flags are off, the L field contains 

zero, and the R field contains the datum. 

Table 1 lists the data operators that perform arith

metic operations. In this Table (and others in this 

Chapter), The labels "Second" and "First" refer to the po

sition of the operand on the processor stack, i.e., First 

means topmost. The column labeled "Result" specifies the 

format of the result of the operation. The symbols "pure" 

and "descr;l denote pure operand format and descriptor op

erand format, respectively. 

Table 2 lists the data operators that perform 

logical operations. The SET operator turns on the flag 



Table 1: Arithmetic Instructions. 

Format of 
Name Result Second First Operation 

ADD pure pure pure 

SUB pure pure pure 

MUL pure pure pure 

DIV pure pure pure 

Integer Addition 

Integer Subtraction 
(Second - First) 

Integer Multiplication 

Integer Division 
(Second + First) 

NEG pure pure Integer Negation 

Table 2: Logical Instructions. 

Format of 
Name Result Second First Operation 

SET n descr — descr Flag n True 

CLR n descr — descr Flag n False 

DCR descr pure pure Construct Descriptor 
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indicated by the argument; the L and R fields of the op

erand are copied into the corresponding fields of the 

result. The CLR operator works in a similar way except that 

it turns off the flag. The DCR operator constructs a de

scriptor from two (pure) operands; all flags of the con

structed descriptor are off. 

Addressing Operators 

Addressing operators provide descriptor operands for 

other operators, or transfer the contents of the processor 

stack into memory. These operators fall into three broad 

classes corresponding to operand specification, address 

computation, and assignment. 

Operand Specification 

There are four operators for specifying operands. 

The simplest is constant specification, written 

LC n 

Here n denotes a natural number. The effect is to push n, 

as a pure operand, onto the processor stack. 

Descriptor operands are named as constant offsets 

into a data area. The notation 

LD d,k 

denotes a descriptor (X) at an offset of k descriptors from 

the base address of the data area d. Only the global data 

area or the current frame may be specified. The LD operator 
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pushes a left-mode descriptor operand, i.e., a descriptor 

whose R field contains the address of X, orto the processor 

stack. 

The left or right field of a descriptor may be spec

ified as a pure operand by the LH or RH operators. Both 

take a single operand, the descriptor on the top of the PS. 

Address Computation 

Three operators, INDEX, INDIR, and ADDR, perform 

address computations. 

INDEX is analogous to LD in that it takes two op

erands, a descriptor, d, and a pure operand, k, and replaces 

them by a left-mode specification of the descriptor located 

at k descriptors from the base address in the R field of d. 

The INDIR operator performs indirect addressing. A 

single operand specifies the address of the location that is 

to be considered the (new) operand. Thus INDIR converts a 

pure operand, which is nominally right-mode, to left-mode. 

ADDR converts a single left-mode operand to a right-

mode operand. Note that the address of a pure operand, one 

which is on the processor stack, is undefined. An attempt 

to compute the address of a pure operand constitutes a pro

gramming error. 



Assignment 

Two operators, ST and ASSIGN, perform assignment 

into memory. ST takes the descriptor operand on the top of 

PS and copies it into the descriptor addressed by the argu

ment to ST. This is denoted by 

ST d,k 

The operand is removed from the stack. 

ASSIGN takes two operands: the topmost is a left-

mode specification of the location to which the second is to 

be copied. The second operand remains on the stack. A 

selective update of the L or R fields is performed if the 

addressing descriptor specifies L or R as a subfield. 

Control Operators 

Control operators alter the sequential execution of 

the machine, and are listed in Table 3. 

There are two unconditional jumps. The JP operator 

interprets its argument as the address of the next operator 

to be executed. The JI operator takes a right-mode pure 

operand and interprets it as the address of the next in

struction . 

The JT and JF operators perform a conditional jump. 

The comparison that is performed is determined from the 

first argument provided with the operator. Table 4 lists 

the comparison relations. Note that the first six entries 

listed in this table perform a comparison between two pure 



Table 3: Control Instructions 

Name Arguments Action 

JP label 

JI 

JT relation,label 

JF relation,label 

SS 

JS label 

Unconditional jump 

Computed jump 

Jump to label if 
relation is true 

Jump to label if 
relation is false 

Set signal register 

Jump to label if signal 
is not equal to operand 

Table 4: Comparison Relations for JT and JF, 

Relation Second First Comparison 

EQ pure pure Second — First 

NE pure pure Second d  First 

LT pure pure Second < First 

LE pure pure Second < First 

GT pure pure Second > First 

GE pure pure Second > First 

DE descr descr Second = First 

DN descr descr Second First 

F1 — descr Flag 1 

F2 — descr Flag 2 

F3 — descr Flag 3 



operands. The DE and DN relations compare whole descrip

tors. Two descriptors are equal (DE) if and only if their 

corresponding fields are equal. The last three relations 

specify tests for individual flags; only one operand is 

required. 

The JS operator performs a conditional branch de

pending on the value of the signal register. The jump (to 

the label) is performed only if the signal register is equal 

to the pure operand. The SS operator sets the signal reg

ister to the value provided by the pure operand. 

Environment Operators 

Environment operators control local changes in the 

processor state that correspond to the invocation of sub

routines. Most real machines execute programs in a single 

environment, usually protected from access by other programs 

that may be running concurrently. The state of the machine, 

from a programming standpoint, consists of the contents of 

the registers, memory, and the address of the instruction 

being executed. The state of the Sil/2 machine is charac

terized in a similar way. From a software standpoint a 

smaller unit, called a frame, completely specifies the state 

of a procedure. Frames represent instances of procedure 

invocations. 
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Vector Definition Blocks 

Procedure frames are allocated at runtime from stor

age areas reserved for this purpose. A data structure 

called a Vector Definition Block (VDB) provides the neces

sary information to reserve space for procedure frames from 

a certain storage area. 

Figure 8 illustrates the structure of a VDB. The 

VDB is itself an array of three descriptors that specify the 

available storage. Only the R field of each descriptor 

holds information. 

Base address. The base address descriptor specifies 

the first location of the storage area available for use. 

First-free address. The first-free address is the 

first location of the storage area where a frame can be 

allocated. When the VDB is first constructed this field is 

identical to the base address. 

Last address. The last address descriptor points to 

the last available descriptor of the storage area that can 

be allocated for procedure frames. 

Procedure Definition Blocks 

Every procedure can be described as a sequence of 

code and a block of descriptive information detailing the 

exact structure of the environment in which the procedure 

executes. The descriptive information is called a Procedure 
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Definition Block (PDB) and is an array of four descriptors. 

A procedure is represented by a descriptor whose R field 

points to a PDB. See Figure 9- Only the R field of each 

descriptor of a PDB holds information. 

Entry point. The initial entry point is the address 

of the first operator of the procedure body. The initial 

execution of a procedure begins at the operator addressed by 

this field. 

Frame vector. New frames for a procedure are always 

allocated from space described by a VDB. This descriptor 

addresses the VDB. 

Relocatable subframe size. This specifies the 

number of relocatable descriptors in the frame. Storage 

management procedures can access this information to locate 

all descriptors that may point to other data structures. 

Absolute subframe size. This specifies the number 

of absolute descriptors in the frame. Absolute descriptors 

are used for indexes and counters, or for binary data main

tained in descriptor sized units. Storage management pro

cedures never examine this information. 

Procedure Frames 

Before a procedure can be invoked, i.e., control 

transfered to it, a frame must be created for its execution. 

A frame is structured into three main components. A 
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procedure state subframe holds executive information that 

characterizes the state of the code. The relocatable and 

absolute data subframes hold descriptors that are local to a 

particular invocation of the procedure. The size of these 

subframes is determined from the PDB used in the creation of 

the frame. See Figure 10.. A description of the four de

scriptors that comprise the procedure state subframe 

follows. 

Procedure continuation point. This field contains 

the address of the next operator to be executed. Resuming 

execution of the procedure in this context causes execution 

to begin here. 

PDB pointer. This field contains the address of the 

PDB used to create the frame. The exact size of the frame 

is can be computed from the appropriate fields of the PDB. 

Static owner. This field contains the address of 

the frame used by the procedure that caused the creation of 

this frame, i.e., the contents of the CFR when the frame is 

constructed by the ALCFRM operator (described below). 

Dynamic owner. Thi*s field contains the address of 

the frame used by the procedure that caused the most recent 

invocation of a procedure with this frame, i.e., the con

tents of the CFR at the most recent invocation of the pro

cedure by the RESUME operator (described below). 
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Procedure Operations 

There are four operators for controlling procedure 

activations corresponding to frame allocation, frame deallo

cation, argument transmission, and invocation. 

Frame allocation. The operator ALCFRM takes a 

single operand, which points to a PDB, and creates a new 

frame. Space for the frame is first allocated from the 

storage area pointed to by the frame vector field. The 

procedure state subframe is initialized and the relocatable 

and absolute subframes are set to the zero descriptor. A 

pure operand that is the address of the newly created frame 

replaces the operand. 

The process of allocating a frame from a given PDB 

consists of three steps: 

(1) The size of the frame is computed from the sum 

of the absolute and relocatable subframe fields of the given 

PDB. A constant overhead of four descriptors is always 

added to this sum. This increment reflects the size of the 

procedure state subframe. 

(2) The frame vector is accessed from the PDB. The 

first-free address is advanced by an amount corresponding to 

the number of descriptors required by the f r a m e .  ( T h e  

addressing width of a target machine enters into this compu

tation .) 
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(3) The new first-free address is compared to the 

last address of the storage area. If there is enough stor

age remaining for the allocation, then the incremented 

first-free address updates the previous first-free address. 

The previous first-free address is the pointer to the new 

frame. If insufficient storage remains for the frame allo

cation, a processor exception occurs (see the discussion 

below). 

Frame deallocation. The operator FREFRM takes a 

single operand that points to a frame. The frame is de

allocated by setting the Static Owner Pointer field in the 

procedure state subframe to the zero descriptor. See, how

ever, the discussion following. 

Argument transmission. The operator XMIT takes two 

operands. The first is the actual parameter to be trans

mitted, and the second is the pointer to a frame. A literal 

argument to XMIT specifies the ordinal position of the 

actual parameter in the frame. By convention, actual pa

rameters are stored in the first descriptors of the relo

catable subframe. 

Invocation. The operator RESUME initiates (or re

initiates) the execution of a procedure. RESUME takes a 

single operand that specifies the frame in which the pro

cedure is to execute. There are three steps to this 

process. First, the address of the next operator of the 
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current procedure is saved in the procedure continuation 

point field of the current frame. Next, the address of the 

current frame and the top of the processor stack are inter

changed. Finally, execution continues at the operator 

addressed by the entry point field of the operand to RESUME. 

This operand becomes the current frame. 

Discussion 

There are a number of considerations that affect the 

emulation of the Sil/2 machine on real machines. The 

section suggests some of these problems and outlines their 

solution. 

Processor Exceptions 

A processor exception signals that an error has 

occurred or may occur (if execution continues). Real ma

chines often have such indications, usually in the form of 

interrupts. When an erroneous condition occurs the pro

cessor "traps" to a known location where some remedial 

action can, be attempted. The default action is the printing 

of an error message. 

The ALCFRM operator, which creates new frames, is 

the principal source of processor execptions in the Sil/2 

machine. ALCFRM can be requested to allocate a frame from a 

vector that does not have enough remaining space to satisfy 

the request. This is not necessarily an error condition, 



since the program might be able to reclaim enough space for 

the allocation to take place. In an actual implementation, 

the ALCFRM operator can RESUME a dormant frame especially 

for the purpose of reclaiming enough space (or printing an 

error message). Similar conventions can be established for 

well-known machine-dependent conditions arising from some 

computations, e.g., division by zero. 

Frame Deallocation 

Processor exceptions caused by ALCFRM are due mostly 

to the simplistic definition of FREFRM. Conceptually, a 

zero Static Owner Pointer denotes an inaccessible frame, the 

space for which should be deallocated and returned to the 

appropriate vector. It is possible, however, in arbitrary 

coroutine regimes to free frames in a noncontiguous manner, 

so that, for example, storage becomes fragmented to such an 

extent that not enough storage remains for any new allo

cations . 

It is true that many procedure invocations actually 

observe a completely stack-like allocation and deallocation 

schedule. Clearly this important special case deserves 

attention. In fact we/use a slightly more complex implemen

tation of the FREFRM operator: if a frame is deallocated 

and it was the last frame to be allocated, i.e., physically 

at the end of the allocated space of the vector, then FREFRM 



also deallocates that space. Thus, an entirely recursive 

application of procedures never need have, in principle, any 

special mechanism to handle the compacting of vectors used 

for recursive routines. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SIL/2 LANGUAGE 

The Sil/2 language is a high-level system pro

gramming language for the Sil/2 machine. This chapter is a 

brief introduction to the Sil/2 language. It is not a com

plete specification of syntax and semantics, nor a users 

guide. However, a summary of the syntax is given in 

Appendix A. Our emphasis is instead on language features 

that make interesting demands on the use of the abstract 

machine. 

Overview 

Sil/2 is an ALGOL-like language. By this we mean it 

has a nested block structure and a static scope rule for 

identifiers. With few exceptions, identifiers denote, i.e., 

address, descriptors of a running program. Many of the 

language constucts are motivated by similar concepts in 

BCPL. 

At the highest level, Sil/2 programs are sequences 

of independently compilable modules. Prior to execution, 

the linking of the program takes place by executing module 

initializations. The intramodule organization is a sequence 

of declarations that specify the allocation and use of 
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identifiers. Procedure declarations specify larger organi

zations for statement groups. Execution begins with the 

invocation of a standard procedure. At the statement level, 

various language constructs define static control struc

tures. Expressions for accessing and modifying data appear 

as the arguments of statements. 

The processors for the Sil/2 language consist of two 

translators: the first is machine independent, the second 

is machine dependent. The first translator converts source 

programs into an intermediate code (IC) that is, intui

tively, the assembly language of the abstract machine. 

Included in the IC are dictionaries and pseudo-operations 

that assist the translator in synthesizing instruction se

quences for a target machine. The second translator pro

cesses the IC representation of a Sil/2 program and converts 

the IC to the assembly language of the target machine. 

These translators and other aspects of the implementation of 

Sil/2 programs are discussed in Chapter V. 

Notation 

The notation used in the subsequent sections of this 

chapter and Appendix A is a stylization of the traditional 

Backus-Naur form (Naur, 1963)• Upper-case words denote 

terminal symbols, exactly as they would appear in a Sil/2 

program. Lower-case words denote nonterminal symbols, i.e., 



names of other language constructs. The punctuation symbols 

comma, colon, semicolon, and left and right parenthesis 

denote themselves. 

Within a given syntactic specification nested 

brackets ("[]") denote required sub-constructions. Nested 

braces ("{}") denote optional sub-constructions. The ver

tical bar (" I") is used to separate choices within each of 

these groupings. Thus 

[ s i  !  s 2  !  S 3 ]  

means that one of si, s2, or s3 must be chosen for this 

(required) construction. However, 

{ s1 ! s2 ! s3 } 

means that one of s1, s2, s3> or none may be chosen for this 

(optional) construction. 

The ellipsis notation is appended to a re

quired construction to indicate the indefinite iteration of 

that construction. If a punctuation character is the last 

symbol of the required construction, then it is omitted on 

the final iteration. Thus 

fa , J. . . 

denotes sequences of "a" separated by commas, with the final 

comma omitted. 

The nonterminals "name", "variable", "number", and 

"string" denote constructs that are best described by 

regular grammars. Variables and names are sequences of one 



or more alphanumeric characters beginning with an alphabetic 

character. In the description that follows, variables are 

memory locations that have values during program execution. 

Names denote constructions processed by the compiler. 

Numbers are sequences of one or more digits. Strings are 

sequences of characters delimited by quotation marks or 

apostrophes. 

Constants 

There are two kinds of constants in the Sil/2 lan

guage. Numeric constants, denoted by the symbol "number" in 

the syntactic descriptions, are small unsigned integers. 

The maximum size of a numeric constant is implementation 

dependent. Sil/2 programs are not expected to make use of 

the range of numeric constants. 

Literal constants, denoted by the symbol "string", 

represent character data. During program execution a 

literal constant is a pointer to an array of three descrip

tors that describe the storage allocation of the character 

data. See Figure 11. The first descriptor is the base 

address of the literal. The constants K-| and K2 are stored 

in the R fields of the second and third descriptors. The 

value K.| is the length of the string in characters. The 

value K2 is the character offset from the base address of 

the string to the first character. The actual value of K2 
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depends on the physical properties of the memory of the 

target machine. The character data is stored in an integral 

number of descriptors in the character code of the target 

machine. 

Declarations 

Declarations notify the compiler of new and intended 

uses of identifiers. Declarations may only appear at the 

beginning of a block. (Note that a module is a block with 

no statements in it.) A declaration remains in effect for 

the scope of the block, i.e., for all statements that are 

textually enclosed by the block. There are seven kinds of 

declarations, which fall into three categories: storage 

declarations, procedure declarations, and name declarations. 

Storage Declarations 

Storage declarations define the allocation of iden

tifiers in the module. The GLOBAL declaration 

GLOBAL [ variable :number , J... 

specifies the allocation of the variable in the global 

region of the abstract machine. The number specifies the 

position of the variable in the global region. A global 

variable can be accessed in any block within the scope of 

the global declaration. The facility is analogous to 

FORTRAN common, and the BCPL global vector. 



The LOCAL declaration 

LOCAL [ variable{=expression} , ]... 

specifies that the variable is to exist only during the 

activation of the block in which the declaration appears. 

When a block is entered, storage for all local variables is 

obtained and the initial value of each variable is computed. 

The default initial value, should the expression not be 

provided, is the zero descriptor. When the block is exited, 

the storage for local variable is freed for reuse by other 

blocks. 

Procedure Declarations 

The procedure declarations ROUTINE and COROUTINE 

specify that a block instance is to be considered a distinct 

operating environment. The declarations have the syntax 

ROUTINE heading : block 
COROUTINE heading : block 

where the heading has the syntax 

variable!([ variable-| ,]...)} {IN variable^} 

•The IN clause specifies the VDB that is to be used for frame . 

allocation. There is no functional distinction between 

routines and coroutines in the abstract machine. The com

piler, however, does choose different defaults for the var-

iablep for routines and coroutines if the IN clause is 

omitted. The defaults are established by the MODULE decla

ration . 
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The storage for the procedure variable is determined 

by the occurrence of other declarations. If the procedure 

variable has been previously declared GLOBAL, it is allo

cated at the global location. Otherwise the procedure var

iable is allocated in a storage region local to the module. 

During program execution the procedure variable points to a 

PDB constructed by the compiler. 

When a procedure is declared globally it is acces

sible from other nodules having the same global declaration. 

Procedures that are not defined globally are accessible only 

from other procedures in the same module. 

By convention, storage for the formal parameters is 

reserved in the relocatable subframe. Actual parameters are 

always passed by value. Parameter transmission takes place 

at the time the procedure frame is created. 

For reasons of efficiency, local variables declared 

in the body of a procedure are not accessible from the 

bodies of procedures declared within the same scope. See 

Figure 12. In this illustration, the body of routine A 

contains a declaration for routine B, as well as the local 

identifiers V1 and V2. However, V1 and V2 are not acces

sible from within the body of B. 

The INITIAL declaration specifies programmer-defined 

operations that nust take place at the time all the modules 

of a Sil/2 program are initialized. This declaration has 

the syntax 
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ROUTINE A: 
BEGIN 

LOCAL V1, V2; 
ROUTINE B: 
BEGIN 

END; 

V1, V2 unknown 

V1, V2 known 

END; 

Figure 12: Scope of Local Identifiers in Procedures. 

INITIAL BEGIN [ statement ; ] ... END 

Programmer-defined initializations are executed in the order 

that they are given in the source program, but only after 

all implicit (i.e., compiler-defined) initializations have 

been executed. Thus the statements in the INITIAL decla

ration may reference functions that are declared within the 

module . 

Name Declarations 

The three name declarations MACRO, SYSTEM, and 

MODULE specify to the compiler identifiers that do not 

denote values during program execution. The scoping rule 

still holds for all names declared this way. 

The MACRO declaration 

MACRO [ name{([ formal ,]...)} = prototype , ].. 



declares a prototype replacement for a name, with optional 

formal parameters. Macros are processed by the compiler; 

each instance of a macro, when encountered in the program 

text, is replaced by the prototype given in the definition. 

All occurrences of formal parameters are replaced by actual 

parameters. Macro substutions are "active", i.e., a macro 

prototype may itself contain other macro calls, which are 

replaced by their prototype text when encountered. 

The SYSTEM declaration 

SYSTEM [ name , ]... 

declares name as a new prefix operator. SYSTEM operators 

are not defined in terms of the abstract machine, but in

stead by special machine-dependent subroutines. Likely 

candidates for SYSTEM operators are input-output subroutines 

and character string operations. SYSTEM operators may take 

any number of arguments, but the compiler assumes the 

correct number is given in each instance. 

SYSTEM operators provide a form of separation struc

turing that does not effect the design of the abstract 

machine. The meaning of a SYSTEM operator is not defined in 

terms of the Sil/2 machine, but rather in terms of another 

specification, e.g., English. The SYSTEM operator facility 

thus appears as a "hole" within the abstract machine design 

that allows access to operations that are best performed in 

a machine-dependent way. Actual implementations of SYSTEM 
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operators may be either in-line code or subroutines, at the 

discretion of the inplementor. 

The MODULE declaration 

MODULE nameCvariable^,variable2); 

serves to name a module of Sil/2 code. In addition it spec

ifies the default vectors for routines (variable^) and co

routines (variable2). 

Statements 

There are three categories of statements in the 

language: conditional, iterative, and unconditional. 

Conditional Statements 

The conditional statements IF, UNLESS, TEST, and ON 

provide conditional statement execution based on computed 

values. These statements have the following syntax: 

IF relation DO statement 
UNLESS relation DO statement 
TEST relation DO statement OR statement 
ON expression DO statement 

Except for the ON statement, testing is performed by 

relational expressions. Relational expressions do not 

deliver values to the abstract machine but rather deliver 

condition codes that are examined by the JT and JF oper

ators. Relational expressions have the syntax 

expression.] relop expression2 



where relop is the relational specifying the manner in which 

the expressions are to be tested. The graphics for relops 

are: 

The ON statement tests the last signal returned by a 

Sil/2 procedure against the value of the expression. Exe

cution continues into the statement part only if the ex

pression and the signal are equal. 

Iterative Statements 

The iteration statements WHILE, UNTIL, and FOR re

peatedly execute their statement part conditionally. These 

statements have the following syntax: 

The FOR statement increment has the syntax 

var=expr1 TO expr2 {[INCR|DECR] expr3} 

where var denotes the loop variable and exprl, expr2, and 

expr3 denote the start, increment, and step expressions. 

WHILE and UNTIL are complementary: WHILE executes 

its statement part as long as the relational expression is 

< 

> 
<= 

> = 

FLAG 

Less than 
Greater than 
Less than or equal 
Greater than or equal 
Not equal 
Equal 
Equal (descriptors) 
Not equal (descriptors) 
Test flag 

WHILE relation DO statement 
UNTIL relation DO statement 
FOR increment DO statement 



true; UNTIL executes its statement part as long as the re

lational expression is false. 

The FOR statement executes its statement part for 

all values of the loop variable in the range of the arith

metic progression defined by the start, limit, and step 

expressions. An INCR or DECR clause specifies a "counting 

up" or a "counting down" loop, respectively. If neither 

INCR nor DECR is specified, the statement performs as though 

INCR 1 had been specified. The loop variable is defined 

only in the statement part. 

Unconditional Statements 

Frame deallocation. The DESTROY statement corre

sponds to the FREFRM operator of the abstract machine.. The 

single argument to DESTROY points to the frame that is to be 

deallocated. The statement is written as 

DESTROY(expression) 

Returning. The RETURN statement resumes the exe

cution of the routine that most recently invoked the current 

routine, i.e., the frame to which the Dynamic Owner Field of 

the current frame points. The statement has the syntax 

RETURN {( expression {, expression})} 

The first expression, if specified, is the descriptor value 

that is the result of this routine's execution. The second 

expression, if specified, is the return signal. If neither 



is specified, the value is undefined but the signal is the 

signal of the last Sil/2 routine that specified a return 

signal. 

Control transfer. The GOTO statement continues 

execution at the program label specified as its argument. 

The current frame register is not changed, so that a trans

fer to a label of another suspended routine is undefined. 

Labels are defined by their occurrence in the program text 

with the syntax 

LABEL variable: statement 

Expressions. Sil/2 expressions are written in the 

traditional infix notation. Several levels of operator 

precedence are defined, but parentheses may be used to over

ride the default interpretations. All operators associate 

from left-to-right except assignment, which associates from 

right-to-left. Tables 5 and 6 list the infix and prefix 

operators ordered by precedence, and indicate the abstract 

machine instructions that implement them. 

The prefix operators CREATE and RESUME control the 

allocation of procedure frames and the invocation of pro

cedures. CREATE takes an arbitrary number of arguments 

CREATE( [ expression, ] ... ) 

where the first expression points to the PDB for which a 

frame is to be constructed, and the remaining expressions 



Table 5: Infix Operators. 

Sil/2 Abstract 
Graphic Precedence Machine Operator 

: = 0 ASSIGN 

+ 1 ADD 

- 1 SUB 

* 2 MUL 

/ 2 DIV 

MOD 2 MOD 

SET 3 SET 

CLR 3 CLR 

; 5 INDEX 

Table 6: Prefix Operators. 

Sil/2 
Graphic Precedence 

Abstract 
Machine Operator 

LH 

RH 

e 

$ 

CREATE 

RESUME 

1 

4 

4 

5 

6 

6 

NEG 

LH 

RH 

ADDR 

INDIR 

ALCFRM 

RESUME 
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form a list of actual parameters to be transmitted to the 

procedure. The CREATE operator returns a descriptor whose R 

field points to the new frame. The RESUME operator takes up 

to three arguments 

RESUME(f{,v{,s}}) 

where f is an expression that specifies the procedure in

stance (frame) to which control is to pass, v is the value 

to be transmitted, and s is the new value of the signal 

register. The RESUME operator continues the execution f. 

When the current procedure is RESUMEd, the value of RESUME 

operator is the value specified by the procedure doing the 

RESUMEing. 

The customary functional notation of higher-level 

programming languages, i.e., 

f (a 1 > a2 , . . . j ) 

is used as an abbreviation for the sequence of statements 

t1 := CREATE(f,a1,a?, ...,a ); 
RESUME(t 1) ; 
DESTROY(t1) 

where t1 is a new local variable. Thus the functional no

tation of Sil/2 denotes the recursive invocation of pro

cedures with stack-like allocation and deallocation of pro

cedure frames. 



Expression Evaluation 

Depending on the operations performad by a program, 

data is created, used, and destroyed in a particular order. 

The storage management policies of a program determine the 

order in which storage allocated to data is deallocated. 

The concept of storage retention refers to the rule or rules 

of a programming language that specify when previously allo

cated storage may be "safely" reused. 

Programming languages in the ALGOL tradition define 

storage retention in terms of procedure activation. See, for 

example, Johnston (1971) for a complete discussion of the 

retention problem for ALG0L-60. ALGOL allocates storage on 

entry to a block and deallocates the same storage when the 

block is exited. Since procedures can be thought of as 

"blocks with arguments", the well-known stack allocation 

method, used in most ALGOL implementations, is a correct one 

for ALGOL programs. 

Pointer-valued variables introduce additional com

plexity into a retention scheme based on procedure acti

vation. The "dangling-reference problem" is the principal 

consequence, at least for block-structured languages. 

Consider, for example, a block-structured language that 

allows the declaration of pointer-valued variables at the 

outer-most level. An inner block may create a pointer to an 

object that is retained only for the execution of the block, 

but the pointer can be saved in the variable declared (and 



allocated) in the outer-most block. Block structure allows 

the creation of such unreasonable conditions when stack-

based retention is used; references to objects via pointer-

valued variables are correct only if other, more complex 

restrictions based on the structure of a program are ob

served . This problem exists in more involuted forms in most 

modern programming languages. 

The dangling-reference problem can be solved by 

choosing another rule for deciding storage retention. One 

such rule is based on accessibility, i.e., storage is re

tained as long as it is accessible by pointer-valued var

iables that exist in other accessible storage areas. This 

is the rule used by languages such as LISP and SNOBOL^ for 

"garbage collecting" dynamically allocated memory. The 

techniques for the implementation of this rule vary, the 

choices being dictated by more-or-less global properties of 

the data structures. 

From the standpoint of the Sil/2 language, the re

tention of procedure frames is determined by the program. 

The functional notation used to denote the recursive invo

cation of procedures is only a programming convenience. 

Nonrecursive invocations, for example coroutine relations 

between a group of procedures, are always explicitly de

allocated with the DESTROY statement. Different retention 

schemes for program data can be implemented, but only if all 

pointer-valued variables that exist as intermediate results 
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are accessable. This condition imposes a restriction on the 

use of abstract machine instructions in the compilation of 

expressions. 

Recall from the discussion in Chapter III that the 

processor stack is the only component of the abstract 

machine that can not be addressed by data. (In the termi

nology of that Chapter, pure operands do not have ad

dresses.) Special operators are used to push and pop values 

on the stack. In light of the discussion of this section, 

consider the consequences of using the processor stack for a 

purely recursive evaluation of expressions at the point of 

invocation of a procedure. 

(1) An arbitrary number of descriptors pointing to 

a dynamic storage area may be on the stack. Should the 

procedure being invoked cause some storage management, i.e., 

a garbage collection, the pointers on the stack will not be 

relocated. If storage is compacted, the pointers will in 

fact be incorrect. 

(2) In a coroutine application, the order in which 

procedures are resumed can cause the stack to become unsyn-

chronized with the expression evaluations of some other 

procedures in the coroutine regime. This follows from the 

fact that the last-in first-out discipline of the stack need 

not be observed in a coroutine group. 
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To circumvent these possibilities, the compiler* 

imposes a definite meaning on nested expressions. The basic 

idea is to reduce each expression involving environment 

operators of the abstract machine to a sequence of assign

ments to temporary variables. For example, the expression 

X := F(G(Y),H(Z)); 

could have been written as a sequence of three assignments: 

t1 := G(Y); 
t2 := H(Z); 
X := F(t1,t2) ; 

Here, t1 and t2 denote local descriptors in the current 

frame that serve only to hold the intermediate results of 

the procedures G and H. If t1 and t2 are ever pointer-

valued, then they will be found and relocated correctly. 

The compiler performs similar simplifications for 

each expression that references the environment operators. 

The effect is to have an empty processor stack at the begin

ning of execution of each procedure. Thus all pointers 

generated by the program can be examined by a retention 

algorithm. Further, the language is impervious to stack 

synchronization errors that would otherwise arise from co

routine control regimes. 



CHAPTER V 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIL/2 LANGUAGE 

The implementation of Sil/2 programs rests on the 

implementation of the Sil/2 language processors and the 

adaption of the target machine to the abstract machine 

model. The transportability of programs written in the 

Sil/2 language is our primary goal. The transportability of 

the Sil/2 language processors, which provide the basic me

chanical processing of the Sil/2 language, is a byproduct. 

Sil/2 Language Processors 

There are two programs that comprise the compiler-

based implementation of the Sil/2 language. A first trans

lator, called T.|, converts Sil/2 program text into an inter

mediate code (IC). The IC is conceptually the assembly 

language of the Sil/2 machine. In addition to the operators 

of the abstract machine, there are several pseudo-operators 

for describing other aspects of the translation process such 

as storage allocation. A second translator, T2, processes 

the IC representation, converting it into instructions and 

data for the target machine. Figure 13 illustrates the 

scheme; note that the output of T2 is symbolic assembly 

language. This is an application of the separation 
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Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Sil/2 
Program 

IC 
Image 

Assembly 
Language 

•Figure 13: Sil/2 Language Processors. 
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structuring concept analogous to the use of OCODE in the 

implementation of BCPL. 

Both Ti and T2 are implemented in SN0B0L4. There 

are advantages and disadvantages to this choice. The prin

cipal advantage of SN0B0L4 is its highly standardized, ubiq

uitous implementation. Language features operate consis

tently from one machine to another, hence the transportation 

of the programs is relatively easy. The principal dis

advantage arises from the inefficiency of the SN0B0L4 imple

mentation. Both T.j and are large programs and hence make 

considerable demands on execution time and storage of the 

target machine. 

The T.| program is a top-down (recursive descent) 

parser for declarations and statements, but a bottom-up 

(operator precedence) parser for expressions. Sil/2 lan

guage constructs are macro forms of sequences of abstract 

machine instructions. Each statement construction in the 

language corresponds to a well-defined schema of IC oper

ators. For example, 

IF e1 = e2 THEN statement; 

corresponds to the IC schema 

IC for e1 
IC for e2 

JF EQ,L1 

IC for statement 
LAB L1 
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Here LAB denotes the IC pseudo-operation for label defi

nition; L1 denotes a (new) label internal to the code that 

is referenced only by this JF operator. Likewise, ex

pressions are translated into an equivalent Polish represen

tation using the data and addressing operators of the ab

stract machine. Thus, 

A := B! 1 ; 

is translated into 

NAME 1,LCL:1 
NAME 2,GBL:2 

LD 2 
LC 1 
INDEX 
LD 1 
ASSIGN 

This example is out of context, since there are no decla

rations for the variables A and B. A pseudo-operation, 

called NAME, is used to define the allocation (and hence the 

address) of all variables used in a Sil/2 program. The 

integer argument to the LD operator indicates which ad

dressing specification is to be used. Appendix B describes 

the IC representation of Sil/2 language constructs in more 

detail. 

The output of the T^ program is called an IC module. 

It consists of three parts: a prefix, a code body, and a 



suffix. A nodule prefix consists of storage allocation 

definitions required by the code body. As processes the 

program, it allocates storage to identifiers as directed by 

the declarations. The code body is composed mostly of ab

stract machine operations. The module suffix consists of 

definitions related to the runtime linking of the compiled 

code to other independently compiled modules. 

The details of the design of T^ are relevant to the 

implementation of Sil/2 programs. The Tg program processes 

the IC code in an iterative manner. After the module prefix 

is processed, the code body is processed by emulating the 

operations of the abstract machine from "base" points that 

occur in the code. A base point corresponds to a location 

in the code at which the processor stack of the abstract 

machine is empty. These are explicitly marked by occur

rences of a special pseudo-operation. One can think of base 

points as pauses in the nominal expression evaluation mech

anism of the abstract machine. Whenever the translator 

reaches a base point, the intermediate results of a previous 

expression evaluation are no longer meaningful; registers 

that may be holding these intermediate results can be 

deallocated. 

As T2 emulates the abstract machine between base 

points, a sequence of instructions must be output to imple

ment the corresponding operations. Separation structuring 
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enters into the design of T2 by the introduction of the 

notion of a "universal" target machine model. The purpose 

of this construct is to abstract the essential properties of 

modern machines into one model. For example, most machines 

have a set of hardware registers with various operations 

defined on them; such registers are used for the computation 

of numerical quantities. The T2 program uses a parameter

ized target machine model and performs register allocations 

on the basis of it. Operations of the abstract machine are 

converted into relevant sequences of instructions of the 

target machine model. 

The target machine model of the T2 program has the 

following characteristics: 

(1) A number, m, of arithmetic registers, R^, , 

Rm, which are used for arithmetic and address compu

tations. These registers are used to simulate the processor 

stack of the Sil/2 abstract machine. Each register can hold 

one descriptor. 

(2) Two basing registers. The current-frame reg

ister (F) points to the frame of the procedure that is op

erating. This register is used to address local variables 

and actual parameters of the procedure. The new-frame reg

ister (X) is used for the allocation and deallocation of 

procedure frames, as well as the invocation of procedures 

after frame creation. Both F and X must be large enough to 
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hold an address of the target machine but not necessarily 

large enough to hold an entire descriptor. 

(3) Two result registers. The signal (S) register 

contains the signal of the last procedure that relinquished 

execution. The value (V) register contains the descriptor 

value of the last procedure to be executed. 

For the sake of simplicity, the target machine model 

has operations of the "two-operand" variety. A register 

operand indicates which of the arithmetic registers R.|, R2> 

..., Rm", are to hold the result of an instruction execution. 

An address part indicates the location of the second operand 

of the instruction; this may be any one of the arithmetic 

registers or one of the basing registers. A positive con

stant offset to the register contents may also be specified 

to form the operand address. Operations of the abstract 

machine generally correspond to to the operations of the 

target machine model. Data operators map one-to-one onto 

their register-form counterparts in the target machine 

model. The addressing and assignment operators are de

scribed in terms of loading and storing instructions that 

are similar to the loading and storing operations of most 

target machines. 

The process of installing the T£ program on a new 

machine thus entails the definition of a small number of 

(SN0B0L.il) programmer-defined functions for the Tg program. 
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Each function describes the mapping of an instruction of the 

target machine model into the instructions of the (real) 

target machine. 

The advantage of this structuring is the transport

ability of a rather large and intricate portion of the T2 

program -- that part devoted to the interpretation of IC 

operations and the allocation of registers. It would be 

possible to reimplement the Tg program for each target 

machine, constructing in the process customized register 

allocation routines. The goal, however, is to make as much 

of the T2 translator as possible transportable without 

having to recode substantial sections of it over and over 

again . 

To implement Sil/2 programs on a target machine, the 

installer must perform the following steps: 

(1) Implement T^ on the target machine. This is by 

far the easiest step, since it relies only on the ubiquity 

of the SN0B0L.4 language. 

(2) Adapt the target machine to the Sil/2 abstract 

machine. This is the most complex step and is discussed in 

greater depth in the next section. 

(3) Implement T2 on the target machine. This is of 

moderate difficulty since the installer must know enough of 

the SN0B0L4 language to construct the required function 

definitions based on the results of Step 2. 
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(*J) Implement supporting subroutines required by 

the abstract machine and the Sil/2 programs. This step is 

only tedious, not technically difficult. Success here 

depends on the facilities of the target machine, and to some 

extent decisions made in Step 2. 

Adapting the Target Machine 

The process of adapting the target machine to the 

abstract machine is the most complex aspect of the implemen

tation of Sil/2. It is here that installer makes the real 

decisions on the layout of descriptors, how resources are 

allocated, and how instructions of the abstract machine will 

look on the target machine. These choices influence the 

ultimate performance of Sil/2 programs and the overall ease 

with which the system can be implemented. We view the adap

tation process as consisting of two separate areas. 

The first area concerns itself with the physical 

structure of the target machine. Abstract machine descrip

tors correspond to some number of target machine addressing 

units, and hence imply a correspondence between addresses of 

the abstract and target machines. This physical corre

spondence must be defined for each target machine. Regions 

of memory of the target machine must also be assigned for 

use by the code that implements the abstract machine. 

Character set considerations also enter here; although most 
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modern computers have no intrinsic character representation 

built into them, the available supporting software is often 

written with a particular character representation. 

The second area concerns itself with the logical 

structure of the target machine. Included here are the 

allocation of machine registers, the image of the abstract 

machine's operators in the target machine's language, and 

interfaces to other subroutines. As the basis for our dis

cussion, we use the target machine model discussed in the 

previous section. 

The divisions we have suggested are by no means 

clear cut. For example, by choosing a different layout for 

descriptors, different instruction sequences are needed to 

access and update the flags and fields. For the sake of 

presentation we will assume a minimal amount of this kind of 

interaction although in any practical implementation the 

consequences of these interactions will have some affect. 

Two Target Machines 

The adaptation process is one of practice colored by 

experience. For this reason we shall illustrate various 

decisions on the basis of our own work with two real ma

chines: a DEC PDP-10 (Digital Equipment Corporation, 1973) 

and a CDC 6*100 (Control Data Corporation, 1973)- In the 

course of this research, the original implementation 



of the Sil/2 language was done on a PDP-10. A subsequent 

test of these ideas was made by transporting the program 

discussed in Chapter VI to a CDC 6400. 
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Digital Equipment PDP-10. The PDP-10 is a large

scale time-sharing computer for general applications . It 

has a potential addressing space of 256K words (K is equal 

to 1024), each word being 36 bits. Hardware address mapping 

provides the capability for two-segment programs: a write

protected high segment contains instructions and constant 

(unchanging) data, while a read-write low segment holds 

changing data. 

The processor has 16 hardware registers that are 

functionally identical to and addressable as the first 16 

memory locations. There are upwards of 360 instructions of 

the two-operand form. A register field designates which of 

the 16 hardware registers is to hold the result; an ef

fective address field specifies the computation of an 

address. 

The instruction set includes operations on variable

size bytes and instructions that can test and set individual 

bits in a word. There are four forms of subroutine call, 

two of which can be used in two-s egment programs. 

Control Data 6400. The Control Data 6000 series 

machines are large-scale scientific computers desi gned for 

batch multi-programming, although larger configurations of 
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the machine have been used for time-sharin g . These machines 

have a potential addressin g space of 256K words, each of 

which is 60 bits. Programs execute in a conti guous regi on 

of memory. Hardware relocation exists, but not as a re

source for user programs. 

There are 24 hardware registers grouped in three 

sets of eight. The function of these re gis ters depends on 

the instructions in which they are used. Address (A) and 

operand (X) re gisters, denoted AO, A1, ... A7, and XO, X1, 

... X7, operate in pairs. Setting any of A1 to AS to a 

memory address causes the contents of that location to be 

placed into the corresponding X- registe r. Setting either A6 

or A7 to a memory address causes the contents of the corre

spondin g X-register to be deposited into memory. Re gisters 

AO and XO operate independently of each other. Index (B) 

registers, denoted BO, B1, ... B7, can be used in combi

nation with A, B, or X re gisters to form new operand ad

dresses. 

Since the processor is oriented toward numerical 

computation, most of the 64 instructions operate on 

floatin g-point format operands. I nstructions are of the 

three-address form, but differ i n · i ze. Short instructions 

are 15 bits lon g and contain an 0 1 r ~ · .ion code and three 

register numbers. The register t ypes (A, B, or X) are con

sidered part of the operation code. Lon g instructions are 
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30 bits long and contain and operation code, two register 

numbers, and an 18-bit memory address. Instructions are 

packed into words with up to four short instructions fitting 

into one 60-bit word. 

Memory Allocation 

The data that the abstract machine operates on can 

be classified into three regions. The global region is used 

to communicate parameters between procedures in independ

ently compiled modules. It must be addressable by all 

modules of the generated code. The code region itself is 

referenced as data from descriptors in PDBs. The heap 

exists as a region from which new procedure frames are allo

cated. The choice of memory layout is fairly easy for the 

target machines we are considering. The requirements are 

dictated mostly by the data that is expected to change. 

Since the PDP-10 is used primarily as a time-shared 

computer, the two-segment capability of the hardware, which 

permits users of the same program to share one copy of the 

high segment, significantly improves the view a user has of 

the performance of a program. Thus the decision was made to 

make the code resident entirely in the high segement, while 

allocating the low segment for Sil/2 program data. Within 

the low-segment, the global region is allocated first, 

followed by the heap. This is illustrated in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Allocation of PDP-10 Memory. 
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The CDC 6*100 is used primarily for batch processing. 

Since the hardware enforces no distinction between fixed and 

changing data, the choice for data region layout is much 

simpler. Figure 15 illustrates the layout of CDC 6400 

memory. The global region is placed first, followed by the 

code region. The heap region is located from the end of the 

code to the end of the program's field length. 

References in the compiled code to the global and 

code regions generally depend on the facilities of the as

semblers and loaders of the machines. References to the 

global region in both the PDP-10 and CDC 6400 implemen

tations are by external symbols. For other machines not 

possessing such a facility, references to the global region 

can be generated by constant offsets from some predefined 

index register. 

Descriptors 

The choice of descriptor layouts is influenced by 
/ 

two factors. First, a compact representation is desirable, 

since too much space allocated for a single descriptor is 

clearly wasteful. But a second and somewhat conflicting 

factor is the number of target machine operations required 

to access a given field or update a given descriptor in 

memory. 
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Figure 16 illustrates the layout of a PDP-10 

descriptor. Values in the L and R fields are right jus

tified. Although 23 bits are allocated to the R field, only 

the right-most 18 are actually used by the abstract machine. 

The upper five bits remain zero, but for this reason the 

indirect addressing feature of the PDP-10 hardware can be 

used without fear of erroneous results. 

The choices for a CDC descriptor are somewhat com

plicated by the large word size of the machine. A CDC de

scriptor corresponds to one machine word and is illustrated 

in Figure 17. This is the layout that was choosen for 

testing the transportability of the Sil/2 program. The 

exact layout of the fields was derived from considerations 

of the instruction set. The R field is in the low 18 bits 

of a 60-bit word. There are instructions in this machine to 

access addressing quantities in this position without the 

need for other shifting and masking operations. The L field 

is also 18 bits wide, but it is positioned so that it is 

right adjusted on a half-word boundary. The flags are 

located in the first three bits of the word. 

Character Set 

The choice of character set is left unspecified in 

the design of the abstract machine. The reason for this is 

that character sets represent some of the most fundamentally 

machine-dependent aspects of software design. On any given 
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machine, there is the notion, whether explicitly stated or 

not, of a "prevailing" character set — the character set 

that is used by most software. From the standpoint of the 

implementation of the Sil/2 language, the choice of the 

prevailing character set is usually the best. 

The prevailing character set for programs on the 

PDP-10 is the 7-bit American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange (ASCII). Internally, some compilers and all 

operating system communication takes place in a truncated 

version of ASCII because more characters can be packed into 

a word. The PDP-10 implementation of Sil/2 uses the full 

ASCII code for compatability with other programs. Character 

strings are packed five characters per descriptor, with the 

remaining bit unused. This is the standard form for ASCII 

on this machine. 

The prevailing character set on the CDC 6400 has a 

six-bit character, but it has no meaningful arithmetical 

correspondence to ASCII. Almost all programs use this code 

for both text manipulation and operating system communi

cations. Some other software uses a 12-bit character 

derived from ASCII, but these programs are in the minority. 

The CDC 6400 implementation of Sil/2 uses the standard six-

bit character, once again for compatability. In this case 

10 characters pack into one descriptor. 
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Register Allocation 

Hardware registers represent a valuable resource to 

most modern computer architectures. In principle, their 

effective use can improve the performance of small sections 

of code that are executed frequently. There is, of course, 

the problem of recognizing these instances and taking some 

effective action when generating code. The target machine 

model used in the design of T£ provides a mechanism for the 

use of target machine registers by the Sil/2 code, although 

that use may not be in any sense optimal. In our view, 

machine registers should be considered a data area common to 

all procedure frames. That is, a procedure frame consists 

of some contiguous number of descriptors and a few others 

(the common registers), but the registers are significant to 

the procedure only when the procedure is operating. 

In the PDP-10 adaptation of the target machine 

model, the number of arithmetic-address registers is five. 

(That is, m is equal to 5.) The four registers F, X, V, and 

S are also assigned hardware counterparts. The remaining 

seven registers are never used by the code generated by the 

T2 program and hence are available for use by the runtime 

support subroutines. 

In the CDC 6400 implementation m is equal to 4. 

This adaptation identifies A and X registers as pairs, e.g., 

A1-X1, etc., which is suggested by the operation of the 
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hardware. Although five such pairs are available, it is 

much simpler to generate code to modify portions of a 60-bit 

word if there is a spare register to hold intermediate 

results. Three B-registers are assigned for F, X, and S, 

with the remaining registers reserved for use by the runtime 

support subroutines. The V register is assigned to A7-X7, 

but the contents of A7 is never considered to be part of the 

value . 

Runtime Support Subroutines 

Runtime support subroutines are required by the code 

generated by the T2 program for two reasons. First, some 

operations may be performed so often, but occupy such a 

large amount of memory, that repetition of the code in-line 

would seriously increase the size of the object program. 

The choice of in-line as opposed to out-of-line operations 

is dependent mostly on the order-code structure of the 

target machine. 

Second, the separation structuring principle, in the 

form of the SYSTEM operators of the Sil/2 language, requires 

that some operations be supplied, as a matter of course, by 

the installer. This is justified only when the required 

operations are "simple" enough, in the sense that the re

quired algorithms are well known or available. We would not 

expect that the installer be required to write a complete 
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storage management system, since one would expect this to be 

written in Sil/2. 

Code factoring. In Doth the PDP-10 and CDC 6400 

implementations of Sil/2, the environment operators ALCFRM, 

RESUME, and FREFRM are implemented as subroutines. This 

choice was made primarily to factor code out-of-line. In 

retrospect, the choice was good not only from the standpoint 

of testing the code but also in tracing the execution of 

Sil/2 programs at the level of procedure activation. 

A polished implementation of these operators re

quires a mixture of in-line and out-of-line code. Of these 

operators, ALCFRM and FREFRM seem to be the only ones 

complex enough to warrant a subroutine implementation. The 

RESUME operator offers some trade-off in the CDC implemen

tation, since the subroutine call operation requires, on the 

average, one 60-bit word. A clever code sequence for RESUME 

on this machine would require only 90 bits (two 15-bit in

structions and two 30-bit instructions) at each instance. 

Instruction alignment could, on average, balance out the 

difference. 

SYSTEM operators. The SYSTEM operators represent a 

standard calling convention for accessing machine-dependent 

subroutines. The language in which these routines are coded 

can be anything that the installer finds convenient. 
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In the development of the PDP-10 implementation, all 

of the code for SYSTEM operators is in assembly language. 

The calling sequence structure is rather a_d hoc but follows 

standard assembly language practice for this machine. 

External symbols are used to access the routines from inde

pendently compiled modules. 

Assembly language coding on the CDC machine is dif

ficult and for this reason it was decided that as many of 

the SYSTEM operators as possible should be coded in a high-

level language. BCPL was used for the coding of all SYSTEM 

operators in this implementation. Consequently, the calling 

sequence (and register conventions) used by the SYSTEM oper

ators follow those used by the BCPL compiler. A standard 

interface subroutine provides the necessary mechanism for 

converting from those critical registers used by the object 

code generated by T2 and the registers assumed by the BCPL 

object code. 

In general the use of a high-level language for 

coding SYSTEM operators is a viable technique for reducing 

the total amount of coding required from the installer. It 

does require a substantial amount for careful planning and, 

of course, adequate documentation of another compiler's 

generated code. The latter is not often available. 
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Implementation Hierarchy 

The structuring methods used in the design of the 

language processors provide some flexibility in the imple

mentation of Sil/2 programs. A hierarchy of implementation 

methods for Sil/2 programs can be defined. Each level cor

responds to a "data input" for a processing box of 

Figure 13-

Level 1: Sil/2 Program Text 

Sil/2 programs are transportable because the Sil/2 

language processors are transportable. The installer imple

ments both T^ and Tp programs and processes the Sil/2 source 

text on the target machine. This implementation method has 

some utility in a research environment, where some modifi

cations and improvements to the algorithms of the Sil/2 

program may be necessary. 

Level 2: IC Images of Sil/2 Programs 

Sil/2 programs are transportable via the IC repre

sentation used to interface the T^ and T2 programs. Here 

the installer need only implement the T2 program and process 

the IC image of the Sil/2 programs. This approach is useful 

for distributing programs written in the Sil/2 language. 

Although the source code is not processed directly by the 

target machine, the IC conveys all the information necessary 
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to produce a core image and is in a form that is easier to 

process than the original source text. In this scheme, one 

instance of the program operates as a cross-compiler for 

all machines. This is a weaker form of cross-compilation 

than is usually considered in the literature. 

Level 3: The Target Machine Model 

Finally, Sil/2 programs are transportable via a 

symbolic representation provided by the target machine model 

used in the design of the T^ program. Instead of incorpo

rating the target machine into the T2 program, a particular 

choice of parameters for the target machine model is chosen 

and the T2 program outputs instructions and data in "target 

machine model" code. (The programmer-defined functions of 

the T2 program perform the identity mapping.) A macro as

sembler on the target machine performs the final trans

lation. The installer still provides a number of macro 

definitions that are approximately equivalent to the 

programmer-defined functions of the 12 program, when the T2 

program is customized to a particular machine as in Levels 1 

and 2. Thus the T2 program need not be implemented on the 

target machine and, further, one T2 program can cross-

compile for all target machines. The quality of the cross-

compiled code may, however, be poor. This approach would be 

useful on a machine for which an implementation of SN0B0L4 

is not available. 



CHAPTER VI 

A PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE 

In the preceding chapters we have presented the 

design of the essential components of the Sil/2 language and 

its implementation. There remains the question of whether 

or not any major conceptual errors have been made in the 

design of the system. This chapter is devoted to an example 

of a large Sil/2 program. The program implements a pattern-

matching interpreter with most of the SMOBOL*! primitives and 

some extensions. The implementation of the pattern inter

preter requires some string manipulation and input-output 

subroutines. Thus it is large enough to be a useful example 

of programming techniques in Sil/2 as well as of the imple

mentation techniques discussed in Chapter V. 

The pattern interpreter described here was developed 

on the original implementation of the Sil/2 system. This 

unfortunately serves as a subtle source of machine depen

dencies. Since the author was also the system designer, he 

too introduces machine dependencies: when implementing 

transportable software, the overall knowledge of the system 

designer can allow him to abuse obscure details of the 

system, with the net effect of elevating those details into 
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the program and hence to any other machine to which the 

program is transported. 

The next section describes the pattern interpreter 

and its operation in some detail. The last section relates 

some of our experiences in transporting this program to a 

second machine. 

The Pattern Interpreter 

Thinking About Patterns 

The way we think about patterns influences not only 

the manner in which we use them, but also the manner in 

which they are implemented. Historically there have been 

three, quite different, approaches to thinking about pat

terns. 

Patterns are sets of strings. The oldest and most 

intuitive way of thinking about patterns is as character

izations of sets of strings. In this view, a pattern is a 

predicate that partitions a set of strings into two subsets: 

those that match the pattern and those that do not. For 

example, the pattern 

PRE = "pre" ARB "ion" 

characterizes a certain class of words, those with prefix 

"pre" and suffix "ion" as in "precision", "precaution", and 

"predetermination". 
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This viewpoint conceptualizes the manner in which 

patterns are often used in programming: a program that 

processes strings usually only processes a certain class of 

strings — those strings characterized by the patterns used 

in the program. This viewpoint suffers from the same 

problems that BNF does as an implementation model; the 

nature of a description is far removed from the processes 

that are required to perform a recognition. 

Patterns are functions. A second view of patterns 

was proposed by Gimpel (1973; as an alternative to a char

acterization of a set of strings. The emphasis in Gimpel's 

work is in the mathematical semantics of patterns. In his 

model, a pattern is a function of an integer sequence, so 

called precursor positions, which yields another integer 

sequence, consisting of postcursor positions. The empty 

sequence is defined to mean the failure of the pattern. 

Using this model, an algebra of patterns can be 

constructed to prove theorems about patterns constructed 

from primitive patterns. Concatenation and alternation 

appear as rules for composing the function represention of a 

pattern. 

This view of patterns and the pattern-matching 

process was motivated by considerations of the SNOBOL^ 

pattern-matching algorithm, which was developed mostly from 

intuitive considerations based on the set-of-strings view. 
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Gimpel's model has been used in other implementations of 

SN0B0L4 (Gimpel, 1974) to improve the performance of the 

pattern interpreter. 

Patterns are backtracking control structures. The 

third and most recent approach to understanding patterns was 

proposed by Druseikis and Doyle (1974). The motivation for 

this approach was the lack of extensibility of the SN0B0L4 

pattern-matching facility. Extended facilities proposed by 

Doyle ( 1973) could not be cast in the model provided by 

Gimpel without increasing the overall complexity of the 

interpreter code to the extent that its correctness was in 

doubt. We shall call the approach taken by Druseikis and 

Doyle the coroutine model. 

In the coroutine model, a pattern is considered to 

be a program that specifies a backtracking search strategy 

for subject strings. The pattern matcher interprets a 

pattern by invoking various matching procedures, represented 

by coroutines, that accept or reject portions of the 

subject. The semantics of a pattern are defined by the 

semantics of each matching procedure and the order of their 

invocation. 

Representation of Patterns 

In this section and those to follow, we shall 

discuss the general design of the pattern interpreter used 
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to test the the transportability of Sil/2 programs. This 

program uses the coroutine model of pattern matching. A 

listing of this program is given in Appendix C. 

In this implementation, a pattern is a binary tree 

of nodes, with each node having three fields, called MPROC, 

LSON, and RSON. Since the Sil/2 language has no datatype 

structuring, pattern nodes are represented as blocks of 

contiguous descriptors. The meaning and correct use of each 

field is an aspect of the design of the program. For 

mnemonic purposes, each field name is defined as a macro 

whose substitution is the ordinal offset from the base 

address of the pattern node, i.e., 

MACRO MPROC = 0, 
LSON = 1, 
RSON = 2; 

A function, PBLOCK, allocates free storage in blocks of 

three descriptors, initializing the fields before returning 

the address of the block. Only the R field of each de

scriptor in the block is used. 

In subsequent paragraphs we shall discuss the oper

ation of the pattern interpreter at the level of procedure 

activation. This discussion will be illustrated with the 

pattern PRE 

PRE = "pre" ARB "ion" 

applied to the subject "precision". Ignoring for the moment 

the details of ARB, the pattern PRE has the structure shown 
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in Figure 18. Each ellipse denotes a node. The MPROC field 

is the address of the matching procedure for the particular 

node; that is, a pointer to the matching procedure's PDB. 

The LSON and RSON fields point to the left and right pattern 

subtrees, or in the case of leaf nodes, contain parameters 

to the matching procedure. For later reference, each 

matching procedure is subscripted, although MPROCs of the 

same name denote the same matching procedure. Hence, mCAT^ 

and mCAT2 both denote the matching procedure for concat

enation . 

For purposes of testing the pattern interpreter, an 

appropriate choice for the representation of ARB can be used 

to force more procedure activations during backtracking. 

ARB's intrinsic behavior is to match a subject reluctantly. 

Thus it begins by doing nothing, i.e., matching the null 

string. Subsequent backtracking into ARB causes it to 

accept additional characters of the subject, one at a time. 

The coroutine model permits the definition of ARB as 

a single pattern node. In this case, a matching procedure 

for ARB must be defined; the pattern tree for ARB consists 

of only one node whose MPROC field points to the PDB for 

mARB. The definition of ARB as a coroutine permits an ef

ficient implementation of it. This representation of ARB 

was not chosen, since we were interested in testing the 

implementations of the ALCFRM, FREFRM, and RESUME operators 
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Figure 18: Representation of the Pattern PRE. 
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of the Sil/2 machine. Another definition, which can be 

expressed as the recursive pattern 

ARB = NULL ! LEN(1) *ARB 

was chosen instead. The effect of this representation for 

ARB is to cause the creation of more procedure frames during 

backtracking. (This fact will become evident in the 

following discussion.) Figure 19 illustrates the recursive 

definition of ARB. The recursive behavior is introduced by 

a loop in the pattern "tree". (This abuses our terminology, 

but only in a minor way.) Again MPROC fields have been 

subscripted to distinguish occurrences of matching procedure 

names. 

To aid in programming various test cases, a set of 

constructing functions are implemented. Each passes the 

appropriate arguments to PBLOCK and returns the resulting 

pattern node. For example, the constructing function for 

concatenation is simply 

ROUTINE CAT(A,B): 
BEGIN 

RETURN(PBLOCK(MCAT,A,B)) 
END; 

Patterns are constructed by invoking the appropriate con

structing functions; the expression for the pattern PRE is 

PRE := CAT(CAT(LIT("PRE"),ARB),LIT("ION")); 
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Interaction of Matching Procedures 

The operation of the pattern interpreter is very 

simple. An initial call to the function SCANNER specifies 

the subject and pattern. SCANNER first establishes a common 

global environment for the matching procedures and then 

initiates the execution of the routine named in the MPROC 

field of the root node of the pattern. When SCANNER is 

RESUMEd, it tests the return signal: success means the 

pattern matched the subject, failure means it did not. 

Each matching procedure implements its semantics by 

either analyzing the subject string, as in literal matching, 

or by controlling the invocation of other matching pro

cedures, as for example concatenation. Conceptually, 

'' matching procedures operate independently of each other, 

sampling the return signals to determine the course of 

action. To facilitate the programming of matching pro

cedures, the following conventions were adopted: 

(1) The initial invocation of a matching procedure 

corresonds to a request to find a match at the current 

cursor position. The cursor position is maintained in the 

global variable CURSOR. 

(2) A matching procedure RETURNS, signaling success, 

if it succeed in matching the subject at the cursor position 

given to it. The new cursor position becomes the value of 

CURSOR. 
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(3) A matching procedure RETURNS, signaling failure 

if it failed to match the subject at the cursor position 

given to it. The value of the variable CURSOR is expected 

to remain unchanged, i.e., CURSOR must have the same value 

when the matching procedure signals failure as it did when 

the matching procedure was first invoked. 

() If a matching procedure is resumed after it has 

succeeded, this is interpreted as corresponding to a search 

for alternates, i.e., backtracking. Any conditional effects 

introduced by the matching procedure must be reversed before 

an alternate is sought. If no alternates are available, the 

matching procedure signals failure. 

To facilitate coding the pattern interpreter, some 

macro definitions are appropriate. The return signals of 

success and failure are denoted by the integers 1 and 2. 

The processes of succeeding and failing are represented by 

parameterless macros that expand into RETURN statements. 

The macro definitons are: 

MACRO SUCCESS = 1, 
FAILURE = 2, 
SUCCEED = 'RETURN(0,SUCCESS)', 
FAIL = 'RETURN(0,FAILURE)'; 

Sample Operation 

This section describes the operation of the inter

preter when presented the subject "precision" and the 
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pattern PRE. The operation is highly dynamic and for this 

reason two-dimensional drawings are somewhat inadequate. We 

shall attempt to illustrate the behavior of the program with 

representative "snapshots" of its execution. 

In each of the figures, the name of a matching pro

cedure denotes an instance of a procedure frame of the ab

stract machine. Subscripted variants denote the origin of 

the frame from the pattern representations of Figures 18 and 

19. V/hen appropriate, a parallel diagram illustrates the 

path of execution from the initial frame (+) to the current 

frame (*). New figures are introduced at points of 

"interesting" events. 

Figure 20 illustrates the structure of frames just 

before the invocation of ARB. Pattern matching begins with 

an initial call to SCANNER. SCANNER establishs the global 

environment and initiates the execution of mCAT^. The se

mantics of concatenation require that a successful match of 

its left son be complete before its right son is attempted. 

Thus mCAT-] initiates mCAT2. In turn, mCAT2 initiates mLIT-j 

to attempt the match of "pre" at cursor position 0. The 

string "pre" matches at cursor position zero, the cursor is 

advanced, and control returns to mCAT2. 

mCAT2 succeeds in finding a match for its left son, 

and must now find a match for its right son. This is ac

complished by rnCAT2's initiation of the root node of ARB. 
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Figure 20: Before the First Invocation of ARB. 
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ARB matches the null string first and control returns suc

cessfully to mCAT2. mCAT2 can succeed to mCAT^ because both 

of its sons have succeeded. Because the left son of mCAT-j 

has succeeded, its right son must be attempted. Figure 21 

illustrates the frame configuration at the point prior to 

the first failure internal to the pattern match. 

The invocation of mLIT2 at cursor position 3 is a 

request to match "ion" at that point. Since that local 

match fails, mLIT2 signals failure to mCAT^. By the coding 

conventions, mCAT-] is allowed to destroy the frame for [ 

rnLITp. The scanner now operates in a backtracking mode and 

mCAT^ reinitiates is right son (mCAT2) in a search for al

ternates. mCAT2 obliges by backtracking into ARB. 

The situation depicted in Figure 2 2  shows the first 

extension of ARB as a result of backtracking. Note that a 

new frame for mALT-| is created, providing a source of ad

ditional extensions of ARB. When ARB extends itself as a 

result of backtracking, mLEN-], which previously matched the 

null string a cursor position 0, was backed into and hence 

failed. 

The extension of ARB satisfies the search for an 

alternate and control returns to mCAT^. Once again mLIT2 is 

attempted, now a cursor position 4, but this too fails. 

Again the scanner operates in backtracking mode, reini

tiating mCAT2, mALT-,, mCAT^, mALT-,, and mLEN-, before 

extending ARB once again. 
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Figure 21: First Failure of "ion". 
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Figure 22: First Extension of ARB. 
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The pattern match ultimately succeeds, but this 

requires one more extension of ARB before "ion" will match 

at cursor position 6. The final configuration of frames on 

successful return to SCANNER is illustrated in Figure 23• 

Transporting the Pattern Interpreter 

The pattern interpreter (PI) discussed in the pre

ceding section was developed in the PDP-10 implementation of 

the Sil/2 language. The total development time for this 

program was about one month. The program provided a sub

stantial test of the components of the implementation of the 

Sil/2 language. Just at the point when the T^ and T2 pro

grams, running on the PDP-10, seemed to be of "production 

quality", viz., operating correctly on some sizeable 

"pseudo-programs", the PI provided the interesting, but 

unwelcomed, test case that brought out more bugs. Thus, it 

is with this qualification that we state that the develop

ment time for PI was one month, since there was parallel 

modification and debugging of T^, T2 and the runtime support 

system for the PDP-10. 

The implementation of PI on the PDP-10 (PI^q) was 

tested on seven different pattern matches. The emphasis of 

each test was on the different configurations of frames that 

would result during backtracking, as well as basic func

tions, e.g., literal matching. 
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Figure 23: Configuration on Successfully Matching PRE. 
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It was decided, quite arbitrarily, that PI-jq was 

debugged on the basis of tracing output provided by the 

subroutine implementations of the ALCFRM, FREFRM, and RESUME 

operators, when executing the seven examples. This is rea

sonable, since by considering a given subject and pattern, 

as was done in the example of the preceding section, one can 

predict the correct trace output for each example. Thus for 

the purpose of transporting the PI program, it is considered 

to have only seven valid inputs, each corresponding to an 

example that was tested on the PDP-10. Further, we consider 

the implementation of PI on the CDC 6400 (Plgijoo^ 

correct when a similar trace of procedure activations pro

duces output identical to that observed from PI-|q running 

the same examples. 

Level 2 of the implementation hierarchy was used to 

transport PI to the CDC 6400. At this level, T^ operates as 

a cross-compiler. T2 is transported to the target machine 

and is used to process the IC image of the PI program. This 

level of implementation prohibits changes to PI written in 

Sil/2. 

A Classification of Bugs 

Debugging tends to be a highly machine-specific 

activity. In the worst case, the program is loaded, begins 

execution and committs a catastrophic error of such 
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magnitude that the host operating system provides a dump of 

the final state of the program's binary world. As in all 

software development, an abnormal termination and dump only 

indicate the presence of a problem. 
« 

However, in the implementation of transportable 

software, the highly structured mechanisms that provide the 

automatic processing of program text also "magnify" the 

presence of errors, so that even a brief inspection of the 

output of some automated step can reveal the presence of 

bugs. In the case of Sil/2, the software concepts of the 

language are compounded out of relatively few fundamentally 

different operations in the abstract machine. Any error 

made in the implementation of abstract machine instructions 

tends to propagate, and be magnified, into the translated 

program. Equally bad errors can be introduced into the 

implementation in the form of hand-coded assembly language 

subroutines. In this case the manifestation of an error is 

much more subtle, since the program may work correctly in 

some instances but not in others. In short, hand-coding 

tends to introduce errors that are not magnified by the 

mechanisms used to transport the program. 

In a real sense we did not know what problems would 

arise in transporting PI to the CDC machine. At the very 

worst, conceptual errors in the design of the Sil/2 language 

would manifest themselves in unusual and unexpected ways on 
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the CDC ,6400 even though the Sil/2 language had been in

stalled correctly. That is, although there are no 

"observable" errors iff PI -jq ,' the Sil/2 language might 

permitt the expression of machine-specific concepts that 

preclude the transporting of the PI program. The observable 

result, a nonfunctioning PI540O' ̂ isht work for a few inputs 

or none at all. Since this was the first time any Sil/2 

program had ever been transported, we expected there to be a 

few design errors in the T^ and programs. Before the 

test actually began, we did realize that the most bugs could 

be attributed to one of three causes. 

Programmer errors. By programmer error, we mean 

errors in the conception or design of a Sil/2 program. 

Programmer errors result in a nonfunctioning program even 

when ":he Sil/2 language is installed correctly. The 

simplest example of a programmer error is a syntactically 

erroneous statement, which can be detected by the T^ pro

gram. More substantial programmer errors, for example 

errors in program design or program logic, can not be de

tected by the T-j program. In transporting PI to the CDC 

6400, it was not our purpose to find programmer errors, and 

hence PI is known to be correct only in seven cases. 

Installer errors. Installer errors are introduced 

into a transported program because of some oversight , 

mistake or misunderstanding of the installer during the 
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installation process. Installer errors prohibit the exe

cution of a "correct" program. Notice that by using level 2 

of the implementation hierarchy, the installer can not alter 

the Sil/2 program and therefore cannot commit programmer 

errors. 

System designer errors. System designer errors tend 

to be of a conceptual nature. Assumptions about the ubiq

uity of certain software and the validity and generality of 

the design of the mechanisms used to transport a system fall 

into this category. In the worst case, an installer may 

have to learn enough about the system to overcome errors 

made by the system designer. In using level 2 of the imple

mentation heirarchy, the existence of system designer errors 

in the program can be determined. 

Installing the Pattern Interpreter 

For the purpose of this exposition, there were three 

"major breakthroughs" in the installation of PI on the CDC 

6400. These are the debugging of T2 (transported to the CDC 

6400), the debugging of the compiled code, and the debugging 

of the runtime support subroutines. 

Debugging To. Initial bugs in the T2 program tended 

to be syntax errors in the assembly language output. These 

bugs were detected by the assembler and remedied without 

much effort.. 
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Two system designer errors v'/ere discovered in Tp. 

Both errors were typographical and involved function calls 

to programmer-defined functions in the target machine model. 

Neither of these errors manifested itself on the PDP-10 

implementation of T2 because the information passed to the 

programmer-defined function was not necessary for code gen

eration . 

Debugging; the compiled code. With the T2 program 

running on the CDC machine it was possible to proceed with 

the debugging of the compiled code. Initially the code was 

checked, by hand, by comparing the IC input to the output 

and deciding if it was reasonable. A few errors were dis

covered and were fixed without any difficulty. Debugging 

technique now changes from "theory" to "practice" . 

Many errors were discovered in the four pages of 

hand-coded assembly langauge designed to interface the op

erating system and to implement the ALCFRM, FREFRM, and 

RESUME operators of the abstract machine. Many load-execute 

steps were performed simply to get to the point where the 

Sil/2 program began execution. Part of the problem was in 

the hand coding, but some of time was spent in discovering 

that the CDC loader had a bug. The latter problem necessi

tated a small change in the T2 program. 

Debugging the runtime support system. Rather sup-

risingly, there came a point at which Plg^oo did not Produce 
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a dump as part of its output. What appeared instead was a 

trace in a form similar to that given by PI-jq ^or a Paptic-

ularly simple example. Debugging was considerably easier 

now since the trace output illustrated the complete pro

cedure invocation history. 

Subsequent tests of the other six examples revealed 

that there was at least one bug in the runtime support 

system. The symptom was that pattern matches that depended 

on the lexical coraparision of strings often failed when they 

were expected to succeed. A "boundary error" (an integer 

index was sometimes off by one) was found in the implemen

tation of the SYSTEM operator for lexical comparision. This 

subroutine was coded in BCPL, not in assembly language, and 

was relatively easy to fix. All other tests of PIgijoo 

worked correctly. 

The Lessons from Experience 

We believe that the process of installing the 

pattern interpreter has provided a fair test of the trans

portability of Sil/2 programs. There is a necessary quali

fication to this assertion however. In this test, the 

system designer, the programmer, and the installer were the 

same person, and thus could share knowledge about the goals, 

details, and intents of PI and the Sil/2 language in a 

highly unobservable way. Therefore it is not possible or 
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reasonable to conclude that the installation of PI was easy, 

or that the total effort was small. 

Even if debugging is idiosyncratic to a machine, are 

there any lessons to be learned from this experience of 

transporting PI? We can summarize our experience in de

bugging PI5400 in the following way. 

(1) The software of one machine can suggest poten

tial implementation methods for another machine, but this 

may be "dangerous". The bug in the CDC loader, which was 

discovered while debugging the code generated by T2, is an 

example of this. In general, the use of ubiquitous software 

in the construction of transportable programs requires that 

the ubiquitous software operate correctly. Indeed it 

usually does; but transportable programs often use ubiq

uitous software in a "stilted" manner, i.e., in a manner 

that is not customary for the target machine, and thus test 

that software in an unusual way. 

(2) Even small amounts of hand-coded assembly lan

guage can cause a large number of problems, Hand-coded 

assembly language does not undergo the potential magnifi

cation that the mechanisms for processing Sil/2 programs 

provide. Thus the installer must test this code by any 

means that are available. This usually implies that the 

assembly language will be debugged at the time that the rest 

of the implementation is debugged. 
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(3) A transportable program tends to become de

bugged suddenly. PI worked correctly almost the first time, 

but only after considerable effort had been expended in 

debugging hand-coded assembly language. Subsequent de

bugging effort was easy in comparision to the previous 

effort. 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding chapters of this dissertation we 

have presented the overall design of a programming system 

for the implementation of programming language interpreters. 

In this chapter we shall make a somewhat nontechnical review 

of our efforts to give context to some of the problems that 

still remain. 

The Sil/2 language serves as the vehicle by which 

the implementation of a programming language interpreter is 

described. Yet the very nature of this enterprise, viz., 

the specification of a language for which no implementation 

exists, demands that a detailed description of the implemen

tation of the Sil/2 language be given. This study has pre

sented the concepts of program structuring that are relevant 

to the implementation of the Sil/2 language processors. 

Programs written in the Sil/2 language inherit their trans

portability from the transportability of the language pro

cessors. The important contribution of this work is use of 

cross-compilation in the implementation of the Sil/2 

programs. 
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The programming methodology that we have called 

separation structuring appears to be the principal tool for 

using ubiquitous programs in the implementation of trans

portable software. Separation structuring permits the con

trolled inclusion of machine-dependent operations in trans

portable programs. In a sense, whenever one applies a sepa

ration structure to the design of a program one is empha

sizing (perhaps by syntax) the spacial locality of oper

ations that must be performed. This localization happens in 

two very strong ways. First, instances of machine depen

dence can be identified mechanically, i.e., a program can be 

written to find them. Second, the code that defines the 

exact operation performed is located in one place. 

We believe that the most serious forms of machine 

dependency can be traced to the lack of spacial and syntatic 

locality of machine-dependent operations. It is when 

machine dependencies are scattered throughout the program 

text in an unrecognizable form that the installer must 

examine the program. 

Separation structuring is used in three places in 

our work. It appears first in the design of the Sil/2 lan

guage in the form of the SYSTEM operators. The motivation 

here is to be able to include very efficient code for often 

executed but conceptually simple operations. Separation 

structuring appears twice in the design of the compiler-

based implementation of the Sil/2 language. Its most 
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visible use is in the separation of machine-independent 

syntax analysis from machine-dependent code generation. The 

IC representation of a Sil/2 program plays this role. A 

less visible use of separatiun structuring appears in the 

design of the T2 program in the form of a target machine 

model. The motivation here is to make most of the T2 pro

gram transportable. 

The separation structuring of the compiler-based 

implementation, aside from making it transportable, also 

permits an effective use of cross-compilation for trans

porting Sil/2 programs. The implementation hierarchy dis

cussed at the end of Chapter V has as part of its conceptual 

basis the use of separation structuring. We believe that 

another conceptual component of -the implementation hierarchy 

is related to the isolation of knowledge required to imple

ment programs. 

Underlying our entire work is a model of the pro

gramming activity that involves two people, a Programmer and 

an Installer, as well as machines and algorithms. Most of 

our work has dealt with the mechanical and algorithmic com

ponent, yet the structuring method also influences the human 

component. 

A program is written by a Programmer, who fabricates 

from the software concepts of a programming language the 

specifications of some computing activity. In some cases 
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the concepts that make up the organization of the program 

may be far removed from the software concepts of the pro

gramming language, and in other cases quite close. A good 

example of the difference between conceptual organizations 

of a program and their representation by software concepts 

can be found in the macro implementation of SN0B0L4 

(Griswold, 1972). In short, the Programmer possesses a 

great amount of knowledge about a program's internal organi

zation and the details of its operation. 

An Installer, on the other-hand, possesses knowledge 

about a particular machine. The Installer's role in the 

implementation of a program is to define the exact details 

of the correspondence between the elementary concepts of the 

programming language and instructions and data of the target 

machine. Installer concepts parallel the software concepts 

of a programming language but are highly machine dependent. 

The isolation of Programmer and Installer knowledge 

is enforced in the separation structuring of the compiler-

based implementation of the Sil/2 language. This isolation 

is also the keystone to the cross-compilation suggested by 

the implementation hierarchy. The Installer need not be 

aware (have knowledge) of the conceptual organization of a 

program, since the details of program organization, which 

can be very intricate, are not relevant to the installation 

process. Further, the Installer can not alter the "intended 
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meaning" of the program, i.e., how the program operates, in 

any substantial way. The Installer may provide an inappro

priate mapping of the software concepts, but this is a 

matter of the correctness of an installation and not of the 

correctness of the program's operation. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

Datatypes and Storage Mapping 

We believe the fundamental weakness of the design of 

the Sil/2 language and its abstract machine to be the use of 

a homogeneous data unit (the descriptor) for the represen

tation of all program data objects. The utility of a homo

geneous data unit rests on the uniform storage mapping rule 

that can be applied by the Installer. Simply by providing 

the mapping for one data unit, all data structures that are 

used by a program become mapped into the correct physical 

representation on the target machine. 

In Chapter VI we illustrated a standard technique 

for accessing fields of a data structure addressed by a 

pointer. Unfortunately, there is no mechanism for checking 

the validity of these kinds of accesses at compilation time. 

A fundamental area of research is centered around 

the datatyping and structuring facilities for system pro

gramming languages. The form of datatyping facilities in 

system programming languages is still rather primitive. 
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Both BLISS and BCPL take the homogenous data unit approach. 

General-purpose programming languages, e.g. PASCAL, asso

ciate with the notion of datatype three important implemen

tation considerations: 

(1) The correspondence between physical machine 

structures (e.g., bits, bytes, and words) and the abstract 

datatypes such as Boolean, character, integer, and real. 

Compile-time structuring operations, such as record and 

array declarations, provide the mechanism for creating ag

gregate types. An implementation of the programming lan

guage defines storage mapping between datatype instances 

and machine memory. 

(2) The allocation of datatype instances, i.e., the 

process of reserving enough machine memory to represent the 

instance of a given datatype. Allocation can occur stati

cally (at compilation time as in FORTRAN), automatically (on 

entrance to a procedure as in PASCAL), or dynamically (upon 

invocation of a creation function as in SNOBOL*!). 

(3) The deallocation of datatype instances, i.e., 

freeing machine memory for later reuse, perhaps for a dif

ferent datatype. Deallocation is dependent on the retention 

policy of the programming language. 

Datatype structuring facilities present two ben

efits. First, compile-time checking of type usage aids in 

the initial implementation of the program. The major design 
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problem here is in providing a versatile facility so that 

the programmer does not have to resort to artifical or 

deceptive constructions. Second, it is possible to devise 

customized internal representations based on the storage 

mapping associated with primitive types. Thus the resulting 

implementation on a given machine has a closeness to the 

physical memory of that machine and provides space ef

ficiency. (In the case of the Sil/2 implementation, we 

envision that the T2 program will have algorithms for laying 

out structured types based on the physical structure of the 

target machine. The Installer would provide parameters and 

heuristics for this algorithm that would improve the per

formance of the program on his machine.) 

The inclusion of datatypes into the Sil/2 language 

introduces problems when we try to preserve the important 

structuring concepts used in our work: the isolation of 

Programmer knowledge from Installer knowledge, and the re

sulting implementation hierarchy. Storage mapping becomes 

the cause of our difficulties. We would like not to alter a 

Sil/2 program because this violates both isolation of 

Programmer-Installer knowledge (the Installer must know "a 

lot" about the program) and the implementation hierarchy 

(cross-compilation becomes unviable because extensive mod

ifications to the source program must be made.) 
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Closely associated with the storage mapping problem 

is the notion of the "power" of a programming language. We 

believe that the isolation of Programmer-Installer knowledge 

is beneficial, in the sense that it provides the implemen

tation hierarchy. What is the extra linguistic mechanism 

necessary to introduce storage mapping on a per-datatype 

basis? Any answer to this question must account for the 

implementation of an arbitrary retention policy. This 

mechanism may require that some Installer concepts be 

included among the software concepts of the programming 

language . 

Target Machine Models 

We believe another important area for further 

research is in the design of translators such as the Tg 

program of our own work. The introduction of a target 

machine model came rather late in the development of the 

Sil/2 system. In fact, we recognized that the overall 

effort required to reprogram the T2 translator was sub

stantial only while testing the transportability of pattern 

interpreter of Chapter VI. 

There are two approaches that can be taken in the 

design of T2~like programs. The first approach is essen

tially that taken in our own work — the design of T2 is 

based on a particular model of target machines. The 
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Installer alters parameters of the model based on the char

acteristics of the target machine. This method is viable 

for a wide range of target machines, but lacks the gener

ality for describing the translation process for all 

machines. 

As a second approach, the Tg program could be struc

tured not around a given model of target machines, but 

rather in terms of algorithms that are useful in performing 

the translation process. Thus when the translator recog

nizes an elementary operation, it invokes an Installer-

defined function to perform some synthesis of machine in

structions. The Installer programs the translation func

tions based on the facilities within the translator. For 

example, data structures, and operations on them, would be 

available for the bookkeeping associated with register allo

cation . 

The point of view of the second approach is that of 

a set of facilities for the programming of translators, 

rather than a static model of machines. Thus the 

Installer's view of the translator is a set of programming 

conventions in a base language (in our case SN0B0L.4). Basic 

research is required in the area of defining elementary 

operations and the methodologies for correct programming and 

testing of the translator. 



APPENDIX A 

THE SYNTAX OF THE SIL/2 LANGUAGE 

The following grammar describes the written form of 

Sil/2 programs. A description of the notation is given in 

the first section of Chapter IV. In the language, the 

symbols DO and THEN are considered to be synonomous, i.e., 

wherever the symbol DO is written, the symbol THEN may stand 

in its place. 

In practice, the compiler imposes a line-oriented 

interpretation on each statement it processes. Comments in 

this language are delimited by the symbol "//" and the next 

line terminator that appears in the source text. In gen

eral, line terminators are not given any other interpre

tation, and hence statements, declarations, blocks, and so 

forth may have any number of line terminators embedded 

within them. 

block ::= BEGIN {[ declaration ;] ...} 
{[ statement ;] ...} END 

declaration ::= GLOBAL [ variable : location , ] ... 
I LOCAL [ variable {=expression} , ] ... 
! INITIAL BEGIN [statement;] ... END 
! ROUTINE heading : block 
! COROUTINE heading : block 
i SYSTEM [ name , ] . . , 
i MACRO [ definer = prototype , ] ... 
! MODULE name ( variable, variable ) 

heading ::= variable{([variable,]...)} {IN variable} 
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c:efiner ::= name {( [name ,]...)} 
prototype string ' number 

statement = conditional 
! unconditional 
! iterative 
I LABEL variable: statement 

conditional : IF relation DO statement 
TEST relation DO statement OR statement 
UNLESS relation DO statement 
ON expression DO statement 

iterative ::= WHILE relation DO statement 
| UNTIL relation DO statement 
[ FOR increment DO statement 

unconditional := GOTO expression 
DESTROY(expression) 
RETURN(expression{,expression}) 
assignment 

relation ::= expression relop expression 
increment ::= variable = expression TO expression 

{[INCR ! DECR] expression} 
relop : := < > < = > :  

I l . _ I FLAG 

assignment ::= expression 
' expression 

assignment 

expression expression [ + ! - ] term 
[ + ! - ] expression 
term 

term term [ * 
factor 

1 / 1 i / i MOD ] factor 

factor ::= factor [ SET ! CLR ] primary 
' DESCR ( expression, expression ) 
! primary 

primary ::= LH dprimary 
RH dprimary 
§ dprimary 

dprimary 

dprimary ::= dprimary ! fprimary 
! $ fprimary 
! fprimary 



fpriraary ::= sprimary ( {[expression, 
! sprimary 

sprimary ::= variable 
number 
string 
(expression) 



APPENDIX B 

INTERMEDIATE CODE REPRESENTATION OF SIL/2 

This appendix presents the details of the mapping of 

Sil/2 language constructs into the intermediate code (IC) 

used to interface the T-] and T2 programs. Conceptually, IC 

is the assembly language for the Sil/2 abstract machine. In 

addition to the operators of the abstract machine, there are 

also several pseudo-operators, which provide descriptive 

information about the allocation of data and the relation

ships between sequences of abstract machine instructions. 

The first section of this appendix discusses these pseudo-

operators in some detail. The details of the operation of 

the T.J and programs can be found in Druseikis ( 1975). 

The remaining sections of this appendix describe the 

translation of declarations, statements, and expressions of 

the Sil/2 language into IC. Each statement and expression 

of the language has a Polish (suffix) representation that 

describes its operation in terms of abstract machine in

structions. Declarations generally do not result in the 

generation of abstract machine instructions. 

Most IC schema are associated with productions of 

the grammar in Appendix A. The major exception to this is 
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expressions, where the sole purpose of the grammar is to 

define the precedence relations between operator symbols in 

the Sil/2 language. Considerable economy can be gained by 

giving IC schema for infix and prefix operators in general 

and then discussing the special cases. 

IC schema are analogous to the "semantic actions" 

that a syntax-driven compiler would perform during the parse 

of a program. For example, the schema for the IF statement 

conditional IF e1 relop e2 THEN statement 

is 

e 1 
e2 
JF relop,L1 
statement 
LAB L1 

This schema has the following interpretation. 

(1) Apply the IC schema determined from the parse 

of the expressions e1 and e2. 

(2) Output a JF operator with the testing relation 

determined by relop. Generate a new label name and call 

it L1 . 

(3) Apply the IC schema determined by the parse of 

the statement. 

(4) Output the LAB pseudo-operator with an argument 

of L1 . 

In general, instances of nonterminals in an IC 

schema denote the application of the IC schema determined 
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from the parse of the program. In the following presen

tation the symbols L1 and L2 are local to the application 

of an IC production and denote compile-time labels. 

Pseudo-Operators 

The allocation of a variable in a program is defined 

by the NAME operator. A NAME operator is generated as the 

result of parsing a declaration and characterizes the allo

cation of a "symbol" in terms of a "base" (of some region of 

memory) and a corresponding "location" within that region. 

This operator has the syntax 

NAME ref,base:location{,symbol} 

This information is referenced by other operators by the 

"ref" number. A "base" may be any of the following symbols 

GBL The global region of the abstract machine; 
"location" defines the position in the 
global region. 

LCL The current frame; "location" defines the 
offset (in descriptors) from the CFR to the 
descriptor. 

LAB A compile-time label; "location" defines 
the number of the label. 

OWN Statically allocated storage in the module; 
"location" specifies the offset from the 
base address of static storage to the de
scriptor . 

A PDB operator is generated as the result of parsing 

a procedure declaration, i.e., a ROUTINE or COROUTINE. 

The arguments to the operator specify the details 
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of the frame for the execution of the procedure. This 

operator has the syntax 

PDB pref,relsiz,abssiz,vdbref,entref 

The arguments to a PDB operator have the following meanings: 

pref Reference number for this PDB. 

relsiz Size of the relocatable subframe for 
this procedure. 

abssiz Size of the absolute subframe for 
this procedure. 

vdbref Reference number to the NAME operator 
that describes the address of the VDB 
that is to be used for frame allocation. 

entref Reference number to the NAME operator 
that describes the entry point, viz., 
program label, where initial executions 
of the procedure begin. 

The LAB operator specifies the location of a 

compile-time label. This operator has the syntax 

LAB lnum 

where the integer "lnum" is the sequential number assigned 

to represent the label. For the purpose of producing as

sembly language, a unique assembly label can be produced by 

prefixing "lnum" with a standard sequence of alphabetic 

characters . 

The RBEGIN and REND operators enclose those oper

ators associated with the definition of a procedure. These 

operators have the syntax 
% 

RBEGIN pref 
REND pref 
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where the integer "pref" denotes the PDB that defines the 

allocation of the frame for the procedure. 

The BASE operator provides an explicit indication of 

the location of a "base point" in the evaluation of an ex

pression. (See Chapter V for a further discussion of base 

points.) This operator has no arguments. 

The SIZE operator specifies the number of descrip

tors allocated by T^ for statically allocated storage in a 

module. A single argument to this operator specifies the 

number of descriptors that must be allocated. The Tp pro

gram must provide for at least that number of descriptors in 

the generated code, although more can be allocated if ad

ditional, machine-dependent data must be generated with the 

module. 

The BIND operator indicates that code for runtime 

linking of the module to other modules should be generated. 

The algorithms for performing this operation are defined as 

part of the T£ program. This operation causes the gener

ation of data that represents a PDB, as well as other de

scriptor data required by the program. Any code that ap

pears subsequent to the BIND operator is associated with 

programmer-defined initializations that are defined by an 

INITIAL declaration. 

The MODULE operator is always the first operator in 

an IC module. An argument is available for naming the 
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assembly language image of the IC text, but is not required 

in any way by the generated code. 

The END operator is always the last operator in an 

IC module. The MODULE and END operators bracket an IC 

module. 

Declarations 

The LOCAL, GLOBAL, ROUTINE, and COROUTINE decla

rations result in the generation declarative information. 

The schemas for each follow. 

LOCAL [ variable{=expression}, ] ... 

NAME ref,LCL:x,variable 
expression 
ST ref 

Here x denotes the offset from the base address of 

the procedure frame to the variable. This number is as

signed by the T-, program. 

GLOBAL [ variablernumber, ] ... 

NAME ref,GBL:number,variable 

ROUTINE heading : block 
COROUTINE heading : block 

The parse of a procedure heading 

variable {([ variable.,,] ...)} {IN variable2} 

results in the generation of NAME operators for the formal 
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parameters. Formal parameters are allocated in the first 

descriptors of the relocatable subframe. A PDB operator is 

output for each ROUTINE and COROUTINE declaration. The size 

of the absolute and relocatable subframes is computed from 

the declarations that appear in the block. The IC schema 

has the form 

NAME ref1,LCL:4,formal 1 
NAME ref2,LCL:5,formal2 

PDB pref,... 
RBEGIN pref 
block 
REND pref 

Statements 

IF el r e2 THEN statement 

e 1 
e 2  
JF r,L1 
statement 
LAB L1 

UNLESS el r e2 THEN statement 

e 1 
e2 
JT r,L1 
statement 
LAB L1 

TEST el r e2 THEN statement 1 OR statement2 

e 1 
e2 
JF r,L1 
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statement 1 
JP L2 
LAB L1 
statement2 
LAB L2 

ON e1 THEN statement 

el 
JS L1 
statement 
LAB L1 

WHILE e1 r e2 THEN statement 

LAB L1 
e 1 
e2 
JF r,L2 
statement 
JP L1 
LAB L2 

UNTIL el r e2 THEN statement 

LAB L 1 
e 1 
e2 
JT r,L2 
statement 
JP L1 
LAB L2 

FOR variable=e1 TO e2 {[INCR ! DECR] e3) DO statement 

INCR loops "count up" and discontinue the iterations 

when the loop variable becomes greater than e2. 

NAME ref1,LCL:x 
NAME ref 2,LCL:x+1 
NAME ref3,LCL:x+2 
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ST ref 1 
e2 
ST ref2 
e3 
ST ref3 
LAB L 1 
LD ref2 
LD ref1 
JF LE,L2 
statement 
LD ref1 
LD ref3 
ADD 
ST ref1 
JP L 1 
LAB L2 

DECR loops "count down" and discontinue the iterations when 

then the loop variable becomes less than e2. T^ defaults 

the INCR/DECR clause to INCR 1. 

DESTROY(expression) 

expression 
FREFRM 

GOTO expression 

expression 
JI 

RETURN{(e1{,e2})} 

There are three cases to the IC mapping for the 

RETURN statement. In each case, a reference to the Dynamic 

owner field of the procedure state subframe is created, if 

one does not already exist, viz. 
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NAME ref,LCL:3 

The cases correspond to tne existence of the expressions e1 

and e2. 

Case 1: No expressions. 

LD ref 
RESUME 
BASE 

Case 2: Only value is specified. 

e 1 
LD ref 
RESUME 
BASE 

Case Both expressions are specified. 

e 1 
e2 
SS 
LD ref 
RESUME 
BASE 

Expressions 

In general a parse of an expression in the Sil/2 

language can be done quite simply by an operator precedence 

parser. Infixed operators are converted to the obvious 

Polish representation, viz. 

e1 infixedop e2 

translates to 

e 1 
e2 
IC(infixedop) 
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where IC(infixedop) denotes the abstract machine operator 

that performs the desired operation. (Refer to Table 5, in 

Chapter VI for the exact correspondence.) Prefixed oper

ators map in a similar way. In general, when an expression 

is evaluated at the statement level, a BASE pseudo-operator 

is inserted after it. For example, the assignment 

e 1 : = e 2; 

is translated to 

e2 
e 1 
ASSIGN 
BASE 

(Note that the expressions are evaluated in reverse order.) 

SET, CLR and FLAG 

The SET and CLR operators and the FLAG test relation 

operate on the flag field of a descriptor. In each case the 

right expression of the operator (test relation) must be a 

constant. Thus 

e l  SET e2 

can be translated to 

e 1 
SET n 

where n is the result of evaluating e2 at compilation time. 

CLR and FLAG are treated similarly. 

DESCR(e1,e2) 

el 
e2 
DCR 



Procedure Invocation Operators 

The procedure invocation operators CREATE and RESUME 

are treated specially by the T-| program. The general 

form of an instance of CREATE has the syntax 

CREATE(eO,e1, e2, ... ) 

This results in the translation 

eO 
ALCFRM 
e 1 
XMIT 1 
e2 
X M I T  2  

Three cases are necessary to describe the trans

lation of the RESUME operator, which has the general form 

RESUME(e1{,e2{,e3}}) 

Case 1: Only el provided. 

e 1 
RESUME 

Case 2: Both e1 and e2 provided. 

e2 
e 1 
RESUME 

Case 3: All three expressions provided. 

e2 
e3 
SS 
e 1 
RESUME 



APPENDIX C 

THE PATTERN INTERPRETER WRITTEN IN SIL/2 

This appendix presents the Sil/2 implementation of 

the pattern interpreter discussed in Chapter VI. This 

interpreter is divided into three sections. 

(1) Module CODEF — This nodule prefixes both of the 

subsequent modules when they are compiled. Its sole purpose 

is to provide common definitions. 

— (2) Module CODRIV — This module is the main control 

section of the pattern interpreter. The routine named 

SCANNER is called to initiate a pattern match. The routine 

called MAIN is called by the operating system when the 

program begins execution. 

(3) Module COSCAM — This module consists of a sequence 

of routir.e declarations that define the individual matching 

procedures of the pattern interpreter, e.g., LEN. It also 

contains the definitions of the pattern constructing 

functions. 
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II Definitions for coroutine scanner 
II August 16, 1974 

HACRO FAILURE=1, 
SUCCESS=2; 

II Failure index 
II Success index 

MACRO FAIL = ' RETURN(O,FAILURE)', 
SUCCEED= 'R ETURN(O,SUCCESS ) '; 

II Failure return 
II Succes~ return 

MACRO QUAL.PTR=O, II Base address of string. 
QUAL.LEN=1, II Length of string 
QUAL.OFF=2; II Offset 

MACRO MPROC = 0' II t1atching function 
LSO N = 1 ' II Left pattern 
RSON = 2• 

' 
II Right pattern 

MACRO HON = 1 ' II Inhibit on 
HOF = 0 . 

' 
II Inhibit off 

II Pattern matching functions 

GLOBAL LEN:100, 
CAT: 102, 
POS:104, 
ARB: 106, 
RPT: 108, 
FALT:110, 

LIT:101, 
ALT:103, 
RPOS:105, 
ARBN0:107, 
NOT :109, 
STAR: 111; 

II Global environment for SCANNER 

GLOBAL SUBJECT :120, 
LENG TH :122, 
INHI BIT :124, 

CURSOR:121, 
OFFSET:123, 
ANCHOR:125; 

II Pattern definition for example 

GLOBAL PATTERN:130, SUBJECTSTRING:131; 

II Vectors for routine and coroutine allocations 

GLOBAL SYSSTK:2, 

II Allocation functions 

GLOBAL BLOCK:30, 

SYSTEM TYPE, 
LEX EQL ; 

PATSTK:3; 

PBLOCK:99; 

II Output a string 
II Compares strings 
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Driver for several examples of scanning. 
September 18, 197*1 

CODRIV(SYSSTK,PATSTK); 

MAIN:1; 
STOPTR, 3TARTR; // Start/stop trace 

MAIN : 
LOCAL A N S W E R ;  
STARTR(); // Start environment trace 
ANSWER := SCANNER(SUBJECTSTRING,PATTERN); 
ON SUCCESS DO 
BEGIN 

TYPE("*****SUCCEEDED*N"); 
TYPE( " —>MATCHED " ) ; 
TYPE(ANSWER); 
GOTO EXIT 

END; 
TYPE("*****FAILED*N") ; 

LABEL EXIT: 
STOPTR () ; 

END; 

// Main Scanning Function 

// Pattern matching begins with a call 

// SCANNER(subject,pattern) 

// The sole purpose of this function is to establish the 
// common rrlobal environment of the matching procedures. 
// This environment consists of the five variables: 

// CURSOR the current cursor position, 
// LENGTH the length of the subject, 
// OFFSET the initial offset of the string, 
// SUBJECT a block of 3 descriptors used by 
// MLIT for literal matching. 
// INHIBIT Alternative search inhibit flag set 
// by RPT, NOT, and forward alternation 
// See Druseikis and Doyle ( 197*0 • 

// The variable ANCHOR simulates the 
// SN0B0L4 keyword &ANCHOR. 

ROUTINE SCANNER(S,P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL FIRSTCURSOR, RESULT; 
SUBJECT := BL0CK(3); 

// 
// 

MODULE 

GLOBAL 
SYSTEM 

ROUTINE 
BEGIN 
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SUBJECT!QUAL.PTR := SJQUAL.PTR; // Base of string 
OFFSET := SiOUAL.OFF; // Initial offset 
LENGTH := S1QUAL.LEN; // Length 
CURSOR := 0; 
INHIBIT := HOF; 

LABEL LOOP: 
FIRSTCURSOR := CURSOR; 
(PfMPROC)(P); 
ON SUCCESS DO 
BEGIN 

RESULT := BL0CK(3); 
RESULT!QUAL.PTR := SUBJECT!QUAL.PTR; 
RESULT!QUAL.LEN := CURSOR - FIRSTCURSOR; 
RESULT!QUAL.OFF := FIRSTCURSOR + S!QUAL.OFF; 
RETURNCRESULT,SUCCESS) 

END; 
IF ANCHOR=0 DO 
BEGIN 

CURSOR := CURSOR + 1; 
IF CURSOR < LENGTH THEN GOTO LOOP; 

END; 
FAIL 

END; 
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/ /  C O R O U T I N E  S C A N N E R ( 1 )  
// August 14, 1974 

MODULE COSCAN(SYSSTK,PATSTK); 

// Constructing functions 

ROUTINE PBLOCK(P,L,R) : // Constructs a pattern 
BEGIN 

LOCAL X = BLOCK(3); 
XJMPROC := P; 
X!LSON := L; 
X!RSON := R; 
RETURN(X) 

END 

// LEN(n) 

ROUTINE LEN(N): 
BEGIN 

RETURN(PBLOCK(MLEN,N,0)) 
END; 

// Concatenation p1 p2 

ROUTINE CAT(A,B): 
BEGIN 

RETURN(FBLOCK(MCAT,A,B)) 
END; 

// Alternation p1 ' p2 

ROUTINE ALT(A,B): 
BEGIN 

RETURN(PBLOCK(MALT,A,B)) 
END; 

// Literal strings 

ROUTINE LIT(Q): 
BEGIN 

RETURN(PBLOCK(MLIT,Q,0)) 
END; 

// ARBNO(p) x = LEN(O) ! LEN(1) *x 

ROUTINE ARBNO(P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL X = CAT(P,0), 
Y = ALT(LEN(0),X); 

XIRSON := Y; 



RETURN(Y) 
END; 

// ARB = ARBNO(LEN(1)) 

INITIAL BEGIN ARB := ARBNO(LEN(1)) END; 

// Matching procedure for concatenation 

COROUTINE MCAT(P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL LEFT,RIGHT; 
LEFT := CREATE(P!LSON!MPROC,P!LSON); 

LABEL LOOP 1: 
RESUME(LEFT); 
ON FAILURE DO 
BEGIN 

DESTROY(LEFT); 
FAIL 

END; 
RIGHT := CREATE(P!RSON!MPROC,P!RSON); 

LABEL L00P2: 
RESUME(RIGHT); 
ON FAILURE DO 
BEGIN 

DESTROY(RIGHT); 
GOTO LOOP 1 

END; 
SUCCEED; 
GOTO L00P2 

END; 

// Matching procedure for alternation 

COROUTINE MALT(P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL LEFT,RIGHT; 
LEFT := CREATE(P!LSON!MPROC,P!LSON); 

LABEL LOOP 1: 
RESUME(LEFT); 
ON SUCCESS DO 
BEGIN 

SUCCEED; 
GOTO LOOP 1 

END; 
DESTROY(LEFT1) ; 
IF INHIBIT = ON THEN FAIL; 
RIGHT := CREATE(P!RSON!MPROC,PiRSON); 

LABEL L00P2: 
RESUME(RIGHT); 
ON SUCCESS DO 
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BEGIN 
SUCCEED; 
GOTO LOOP2 

END; 
DESTROY(RIGHT); 
FAIL 

END; 

// Matching procedure for LEN(n) 
// The LSON field holds the length to be matched. 

COROUTINE MLEM(P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL PRECURSOR::CURSOR ; 
CURSOR := CURSOR + P!LSON; 
IF CURSOR <= LENGTH THEM SUCCEED; 
CURSOR := PRECURSOR; 
FAIL 

END; 

// Matching procedure for literal strings 
// The LSON field points to the string to be matched. 

COROUTINE MLIT(P): 
BEGIN 

LOCAL PRECURSOR;:CURSOR ; 
CURSOR := CURSOR + P!LSON!QUAL.LEN; 
IF CURSOR > LENGTH THEN 
BEGIN 

CURSOR := PRECURSOR; 
FAIL 

END; 
SUBJECT!QUAL.OFF := OFFSET + PRECURSOR; 
SUBJECT!QUAL.LEN := P!LSON!QUAL.LEN; 
IF LEXEQL(SUBJECT,P!LSON) = 1 THEN SUCCEED; 
CURSOR := PRECURSOR; 
FAIL 

END 
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